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The trend in American History in recent years has been 
to put a much-needed emphasis on the social history of the 
.American people. Studies have been made of their habits, 
customs, reform movements, economic problems--in short, any-
thing that informs us of the way our ancestors lived and be-
haved has become history. With this new interest in sooial 
habits, history has ceased to be the chronicle of a series 
of revolutions, treaties. elections, and wars. It has be-
come a living, breathing story of the rise and development 
of America and the people who inhabited it. This change is 
not meant to exclude the importance of political history; 
on the contrary, an.understanding of political movements is 
enhanced by a thorough knowledge ot the social and economic 
forces in operation at the time. History was made at the 
cross-roads general store and in the local machine shop as 
well as in the stately halls of Congress. Today it is our 
privilege to study the social scene or America's past and 
trom it gain an insight into the way past Americans lived, 
acted, and thought. 
What has all this to do with the bicycle? At first 
thought the bicycle seems a very unimportant, every-day ob-
ject; but in the era that I am discussing its influence was 
strongly felt in the economic, social, and even political 
• 
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lite of the people. I have divided the subject into four 
divisions: I. History, II. Organizations, III. Social and 
Economic Influence, IV. The Gasoline Age. A brief discus-
sion of these four divisions here will be of aid to the 
reader in following the story of the bicycle and in under-
standing the thesis which I develop. 
I. History. In this section the development of the 
form or design of the bicycle is traced from its beginning 
in the early nineteenth century up to 1900, which I have 
chosen as the logical conclusion of the era. Inventions of 
the draisine, velocipede, high bicycle, and "safety" are 
discussed as well as the development of rims, rubber tires, 
and hollow steel tram.es. Under this general heading, I 
have included a discussion of the rise of bicycle manufac-
turing.companies, and the methods used by them to advertise 
their products. Already we see the influence ot the bicy-
cle on modern transportation advertising. Automobile adver-
tisements of today inherit many of their ideas from bicycle
advertisements of the 'eighties and 'nineties. 
II. Organizations. The rise of the League ot American 
Wheelmen, which is usually called the L.A.W., was one ot 
the most important events in the development ot the signi-
ficance of the bicycle. This great brotherhood of wheelman
organized all devotees of the sport into a federated union. 
It advocated plans tor road improvement, better hotel service 
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 tor tourists, control ot racing, and carried on an ex-
tensive propaganda campaign to get the bicycle legally 
recognized as a vehicle. This League has become the model 
for numerous national organizations, among them the Auto-
mobile Club of Amerioa which started in 1899. 
Local clubs were also started with the express purpose 
ot having a good time. They provided recreation for their 
members in the club rooms, and healthy exercise on the road 
runs. Tours were carried out by club members through 
scenic parts ot .America and Europe. Professional tours, by 
expert riders, were organized by manutaoturers or period-
ioals desiring publicity. Many or these were round-the-
world tours, and did much to spread the gospel or bicycling. 
III. Social and Economic Influence. The bicycle in-
dustry was one of the first to advocate installment plan 
buying. In light of the tremendous development ot this plan, 
the bicycle earned a rung on the ladder ot fame by this con-
nection alone. The cycle was bought and used by every class 
in society from the working man to the aristocrat. It was 
used by teachers, business men and women, artisans, delivery 
boys, and professional racers as transportation or a means 
ot livelihood. It was used by people in all walks of lite 
as a rational and healthy means of exercise. 
The greatest influence ot the bicycle oam.e atter the in-
troduction of the "safety" in the late 'eighties. From 1890 
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to 1897 there was a veritable "bicycling craze," and it is 
during this period that this vehicle made its most impor-
tant contributions to our heritage. The bicycle era ex-
tended from the development ot the high bicycle in the late 
'seventies, reached its climax in 1896, and was strongly in 
decline by 1900. During this twenty-year period the bicy-
cle was the most economical means of transportation and it 
was the only means ot individual, mechanical transportation 
available. 
One ot the greatest factors in the bicycle's claim to 
fame was its influence on the American women during the late 
'eighties and throughout the deoade of the 'nineties. It 
brought about a remarkable retorm in women's clothing which 
had long been needed. Necessity toreed women to abandon 
the traditional tight skirt in favor or one that would give 
greater freedom in riding the bicycle. The bicycle was a 
helping hand towards the emancipation of women from the in-
ferior place they had held in the economic and political 
lite of the country. Women were on a :par with men on the 
two wheels of a bioyole; they soon began to demand equality 
in other ways. The women's rights movement seized upon the 
bicycle as an aid to women's emancipation from the drudgery 
ot home life. Women began to feel that they had a right to 
go out as well as the m~n, with the result that husbands 
were left to mind the children while the lady ot the house 
• 
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went on a bicycl e run with her l ocal cl ub . This i s t rul y 
a significant movement in which the bicycle played the 
leading role. 
Women and men rediscovered nature and the benetits ot 
fresh air and sunshine on their wheels. Bicycle riding took 
them. out of the stutty, poorly ventilated Victorian homes 
into the clear air of the countryside. The movement toward 
a greater appreciation ot the benefits of exercise and 
fresh air tor both sexes received a stimulus in this bicy-
cle era that is reflected in the sports and outings of the 
.American people today. 
In the economic tield the bioyole's significant con-
tribution was in the field of good-roads improvement. The 
bicycle riders all over the country sent up a cry for better 
road systems. By 1895 their cries were being heeded in 
many states and the basis tor our modern road system had 
been laid. This is before the time of the automobile, so 
one is forced to admit that here is one field in whioh the 
bicycle has a clear title to its well-deserved praise as the 
motivating force behind the demands for better road systems. 
IV. The Gasoline~· The bicycle was the direct pre-
decessor ot the automobile and really made the early develop-
ment ot the automobile possible. It had created the need 
for better roads, and it had created a public demand for a 
horseless vehicle. Experiments in steel tubing. spokes, rims, 
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and rubber tires tor bicycles were direotly applied to the 
new automobile industry. The type ot advertising, exhibi-
tions and shows, and club organizations, used in the bicy-
cle era were taken over by the automobile enthusiasts and 
used to advantage. The demand for bicycles tell ott rai;iily 
with the coming ot the gasoline motor, but its work was 
done. It had aroused the interest or the public in the 
great outdoors and good roads upon which they could ride to 
health. The automobile capitalized on the work of its 
predecessor and took its place. 
The bicycle was used by rich and poor, male and female, 
tor pleasure, business, and health. It was round in every 
small village as well as 1n all the large cities. It was 
the favorite means ot transportation for many people during 
the 'nineties. It was intimately connected with a movement 
for better heal.th by means of a rational exercise carried 
on in the fresh air. It gave a great impetus to retom in 
woments clothing and to the emancipation ot women from age-
old traditions. It was a definite part of the economic pic-
ture of its era with an effort created on its behalf for 
better roads. It prepared the way for the modern automobile 
era. Such a record is not to be ignored. The bicycle was 
an integral part ot the social and economic life ot its era; 
with this in mind I consider it a subject well worth my 





HISTORY. OF THE BICYCLE ERA 
ttpossibly in the next century ••• the historian may in-
dicate by the term, the bicycle era, the times we are now 
living in, as we, in our retrospect, speak of the stone age, 
or ot the era of steam.ff1 So an enthusiast wrote in 
Harpers in 1881; and, while I am. not presuming to go so tar 
as to call the last quarter ot the nineteenth century the 
bicycle era, I do insist that it played a very important 
role in the lives of the American people. 
In the eighteenth century there were untounded rumors 
ot men in France and Germany who were using some type ot 
man-propelled, wheeled contraption to ride upon. However I 
have been unable to verity any of these vague references, 
so I shall begin my story in 1815. In that year the Duke 
ot Baden, Germany, employed Carl von Drais as master of his 
forests. The young man's duties consisted of watching over 
the game and the timber in the Duke's domain; in order to 
do this he had to make rounds through the woods every day. 
He conceived of the idea of having some type ot wheeled 
vehicle to enable him to do his work more easily and quiok-
ly. He made a two-wheeled vehicle of wood which he called 
the draisine. It was designed to promote speed in walking; 
he evidently had no conception ot the machine's being con-




draisine had two wooden wheels of equal size attached to a 
wooden frame. The rider bestrode a leather ffsaddlett hung 
between the front and back torks, and steered by means ot 
a tiller attached to the tront wheel. In order to use it 
one pushed it in front of him for a way and then hopped on 
and coasted. Or it could be used, as a child's kiddy-oar 
is today, by extending the legs on either side of it and 
walking; when enough speed was ob~ained the vehicle coasted 
tor a short time. Carl von Drais used it during his employ 
by the Duke and while he had trouble with it in low spots, 
he reported that it was very handy in hilly country. 
The news of this invention spread into France and here 
it was called the celetire or the celeripede. It was ex-
hibited in a Paris exhibition ot 1818 and created ~uite an 
impression. In 1819 it was brought to the United States 
where it received the name ot the French dandy-horse. It 
was used in Boston, Philadelphia, and New York. In New 
York the adventurous young men rode in the Bowery, coasting 
trom Chatham. Square to City Hall Park. The draisine was 
used by a tew young men in America and Europe for a few 
years, but it soon lost its appeal and dropped from use. 
From this time to the end ot our Civil War nothing was 
accomplished towards the progress ot the two-wheeled vehicle 
in the United States. However progress was not stopped in 




there. In 1840 a Scotchman, McMillan, invented a crude 
driving gear that was to be operated by treadles. In 1845 
this was improved on by Dalzell, another Scot. They both 
used a drive shaft instead of the chain that is used today. 
Not muc~ attention was paid them and they were soon for-
gotten. In 1855 a Frenchman, Michaux, invented a crank and 
pedal to drive a draisine, but he seems never to have gone 
beyond the initial stage ot making one machine. This same 
Michaux later built a large machine shop in partnership with 
a certain Jacques Cie, but did nothing further on the 
draisine until 1863 when·Pierre Lallement appears on the 
scene. 
THE VELOCIPEDE 
Pierre Lallement conceived of the idea ot a bicycle 
while working in Paris in 1862. He was a skilled mechanic 
in ~he' employ of the tirm of Michaux and Cie. He made the 
plans tor his machine and then had to save his earnings un-
til he had -enough to buy the necessary parts. His idea was 
to utilize the ideas or Michaux and von Drais in addition 
to some ideas of his own concerning the use ot iron instead 
of wood. He first rode his velocipede,as he called it, July, 
1863, in Paris. His employers became very interested in his 
machine and·took out a patent on it. It was exhibited in 
the Paris Exposition ot 1865 where it was viewed with inter-
est by the elite of France's capital. Lallement moved to 
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the United States in 1865 where he thought he could carry 
on his plans more successfully. He opened a small machine 
shop in New Haven, Connecticut, where he continued his ex-
periments with his velocipede. In 1866 he demonstrated his 
machine to an incredulous public. He was put in jail sev-
eral times for searing farmers and their horses. He per-
suaded a Mr. Carroll of New Haven to turnish the money for 
a patent, but the public was not enthusiastic over his ma-
chine. He soon became discouraged and returned to Paris. 
Here he found his velocipede enjoying great popularity and 
Michaux and Cie enjoying prosperity which he unfortunately 
could not share. These velocipedes a pedales were exhibited 
in the World's Fair of 1867. French society took up the_ 
elegant sport and the Prinoe Imperial otten led short tours 
on the boulevards of Paris. By 1869 there was a veritable 
craze in the use of this velocipede which was cut short by 
the Franco-Prussian War of 1870. From France the interest 
shifts to England and America. 
News of the social fad of the velocipede came to New 
York from Paris and a demand was created tor the popular 
pastime of the elegant French socialites. Calvin Witty, a 
carriage maker in New York, bought out the Carroll-Lallement 
patent rights for twenty thousand francs and immediately be-
gan to make velocipedes at 638 Broadway. He was a shrewd 




famous acrobatic team ot the Hanlon Brothers to use his 
machine in their acts in New York. They put special wheels 
on one and used it on a tight rope in several vaudeville 
appearances. They improved the machine and in 1869 started 
their.own business, calling their product a bicycle. 
Parisian fashions tor men and women were exhibited on bicy-
cles in the style centers and :immediately there was a huge 
demand tor the fashionable vehicles. During these years 
the Soientitic Amer.ican carried several accounts ot the prog-
ress of the velocipede, otten accompanied by illustrations. 
Accompanying a picture of Hanlon in the Scientitie .American 
for August 19, 1868, we :find: "Within a few months the 
vehicle known as the v~looipede has received an unusual de-
gree ot attention, especially in Paris, it having become a 
very fashionable and favorite means ot locomotion. To be 
sure the rider works his passage but the labor is less than 
that ot walking, the time required to traverse a certain 
distance is not so much, while the exercise of the muscles 
is healthful and.invigorating." Later in the year we find 
the statement that the nvelocipede seems destined to come 
into use in this country--though perhaps not soon to the ex-
tent that it has in France. It is so attractive and fascin-
ating, developing so much strength and skill, and aftording 
so great amusement to the rider, that its votaries and stu-





carried out we see in the same magazine in 1869: ttThe tirst 
serious attack of the velocipede epidem.ie set in during the 
closing weeks (ot 1868). It raged with great violence dur-
ing the spring; but the hot weather ••• threw eold water on 
this and by the middle of July a velocipede was rarely seen 
in our streets.ff Ih October it began to revive and «once 
more resumed its sway, though to what extent it may conquer 
is yet to be recorded in history.n3 This revival was 
strong in the fall ot 1869, and velocipedes were seen in 
droves on Riverside Drive where young men and women showed 
oft the latest fashions in clothes and hats. 
The .American inventive genius was not quiet in this 
tield either; improvements were constantly made on Lallement's 
original model. In 1868 a certain c. K. Bradford suggested 
the use ot rubber tires on the velocipede but his ideas did 
not materialize. In July, 1869, A. Buell patented his 
Velocipede Spring; it consisted of tour springs attached to 
the saddle and the frame "thus relieving the body or the 
rider from the effect of ooneussions.n4 In December, 1809, ~ 
E. A. Lewis ot St. Charles, Missouri, invented a new type 
ot pedal for the velocipede. It was built on a circle frame 
ot iron and was supposed to give greater leverage. His sad-
dle was very much like the present day one> but was supported 
by only one spring. 
Despite the efforts toward improvement this "bicycle 
"'Out over the road while the sun is yet high •• n 
C.E.Pratt, "'A Song Of The Wbeel", Wbeelman, 




craze ot 1869" soon died out. The machine was heavy and 
clumsy with its huge, iron-shod wheels, and its hard, un-
comfortable seat. Another disadvantage was the fact that 
it wore out quickly because of poor bearings. It was de-
risively called a "bone-shakertt by all those who chose to 
ride a horse in preference to this latest fad. The demand 
fell ott in 1870 as the fashion died out in Paris and in two 
years not a "bone-shaker" was to be seen in New York or 
Philadelphia. 
HIGH BICYCLE ERA 
Let us turn our attention to England now. There was no 
bicycle craze there as in France and .America; instead there 
was a steady interest in perfecting a two-wheeled vehicle 
which coul.d be used as a practical means of transportation. 
Through a slow evolution of successes and failures there 
evolved the high bicycle; it tirst was made in its complete 
.form in England in 1876. This high bicycle, or ttordinary1• 
as it later came to be called, was exhibited in the Centen-
nial Exposition in Philadelphia in 1876. Altred D. Chandler 
ot Philadelphia had the honor of being the first man to ride 
an ordinary in America; he rode it in January, 1877. Colonel 
A. A. Pope was the first to start manutaoturing this bieyole 
in 1877; during his tirst year he sold ninety-two of his 
Columbias. This early bicycle excited great interest and 




is said that the first time one was ridden through the 
streets ot Boston people gathered in crowds to view it and 
comment on it; the consensus ot opinion was that it was 
some type ot land-measuring :machine. It consisted ot one 
large wheel in tront made ot either wood or steel with wire 
spokes running from the hub to the rim. The rim was very 
narrow and a solid rubber tire had taken the place ot the 
old iron strip. The frame consisted ot a curved iron bar 
running down to the small rear wheel whioh was made or the 
same material as the tront one. It was steered by means ot 
a straight rod passing perpendicularly through a goose neck 
which was connected to the front wheel. The rider was 
~erched almost directly over the center of the large tront 
wheel on what looked tor all the world like a small postage 
stamp. The wheels varied in size from forty to sixty inches 
in diameter. There were no brakes on them and one put his 
feet on small perches on either side of the front wheel when 
going down a hill and prayed that no one got in his way. 
An experienced rider o~ten learned now to baek-pedal where-
by he could control his speed as long as he could keep his 
teet on the pedals. From the very beginning this machine was 
limited to athletic, young men who were not afraid ot taking 
a "header" from their precarious perch of five teet or more 
from the ground. Tricycles were now me.de along the same 
lines as the ordinary, having two wheels in the rear. The 
• 
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high bicycle appealed to young men and in six years there 
were close to twenty thousand in use in America. ·nuring 
these early years England kept the lead in production, mak-
ing over two hundred different types.of the high bicycle. 
These English manutaeturers also printed a large amount ot 
literature in an attempt to educate the public to use their 
product. 
In America we find an indication of the trend in the 
Scientific Ameriean ot January 19, 1878: "The English still 
seem to be much interested in velocipedes, and the improve-
ments in the construction are very numerous; the excitement 
quickly died out in this country, though it will probably, 
before long, be again brought over from England." All the 
scientific articles in this magazine in 1878 were taken from 
English magazines, but in 1879 the bicycle entered the lists 
of the Scientific .Americants illustrations. In 1878 the 
main center of interest in the bicycle was in England, but 
there was a distinct shift in 1879. 
"The bicycle tervor whioh pervaded this country and 
Europe a tew years ago has subsided into a solid in-
terest in this means of locomotion, which is much 
more noticeable in England than in this country, al-
though the bicycle is very popular here and is· daily 
becoming more so •••• It is ot great practical utility 
as well as a rational means of amusement. It is, in 
taot, an ever-saddled horse that eats nothing end 
requires no oare.ff5 
In this same issue there was a story about the Pope Manufac-
turing Company of Boston, and the whole impression given is 
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that Boston was taking the lead in this new means of trans-
portation with its Bicycle Club, races, and manufacturing 
companies. There was still a lot or doubt in the public's 
mind about the practicability of this bicyele since they re-
membered the short-lived popularity of the velocipede in 
1869, t70. Magazines now began to carry articles attempting 
to prove that this new vehicle was really worthwhile and 
useful; one writer, emphasizing the health angle, said he 
rode sixteen miles at a good clip and ttno fatigue was felt 
after this run--the exercise manifested itself only in an 
amazing appetite."6 These articles plus the real pleasure 
received from riding this high bicycle increased the public 
interest not only in the high bicycle but in all types of 
self-propelled vehicles. 
One of the most interesting developments was that of 
the trioycle, intended mainly tor women as it was both Godly 
and sate. Children were also encouraged to use them as a 
safe means of exercise. There were many types of these tri-
cycles: sociables, tandum tricycles, three-wheeled veloci-
pedes, regular tricycles run by either treadle or pedal, and 
other types that are unclassifiable. Inventors were very 
busy during the 'eighties trying to bring out some new type 
of vehicle that would have added appeal. Tricycles had two 
small wheels in the front and a large one in the rear; or a 




wheels arranged as on a carriage. Another type had a de-
tachable tandem arrangement whereby an additional seat and 
wheel might be attached to the front or rear ot the tricy-
cle. Most ot the tricycles were run by foot treadles that 
worked in an up and down motion; however some types had 
treadles to be operated by hand, sueh as the Challenge of 
1878. The Humber ot 1878 had its two large wheels in the 
tront and one drove and steered by means of a bar connecting 
them. The Cripper of 1883 was just the reverse in that it 
had the large drive.wheels in the rear operated by foot 
treadles. ·one man went so far a$ to have his machine run 
by toot and hand treadles; the rider must have looked like 
an automaton using legs and ar.ms in unison. In 1884 the 
Rover Tricycle was introduced; this had large wheels in front 
and was steered by a small one in the rear. 
The sociable was an interesting machine, mainly in-
tended tor wedding trips. It was a tricycle with a very 
wide swinging seat on which the bride and groom could sit 
side by side and pedal ott to bliss. This sociable and the 
tandem tricycle were the direct forerunners of the tandem ot 
the 'nineties. The tandem had appeared in 1869 with two 
saddles placed on a double velocipede. It was not a suooess 
though because the ladies did not trust them, and when they 
did attempt to ride with a gentleman friend they usually 
tell off. This idea was revived in the tandem tricycle and 
• 
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came to tuli bloom in 1886 with the birth of the modern 
tandem. In that year several models were brought out; the 
most practical was that of W. E. Smith ot Washington who 
made his with a very low bar for the lady in the front. 
These early machines were very clumsy and heavy and soon 
lost their popularity. This tandem bicycle was 1n vogue 
after 1894 when social clubs became so praninent and there 
was a great attempt to put men and women on a more under-
standing basis. 
PROGRESS TOWARD THE "SAFETY" 
Inventions were not limited to the field of three-
wheeled vehicles; in tact most ot the activity centered about 
improving the two-wheeled bicycle. By 1890 the bieyele had 
completely won the field and the tricycle disappeared from 
advertisements and articles in all the papers and magazines. 
The main fault found with the high ordinary was the danger 
of taking ttheaders.n The rider was perched almost ·directly 
over the hub of the large wheel and whenever he hit a bad 
bump o~ obstruction in his path, he was certain to fly out 
into space, often with serious consequences. Furthermore 
the dangers of the "ordinary" restricted its use to the 
young men and the manufacturers were very desirous of in-
creasing the market of their product to all ages and types 
of men and women. That there was confidence in the future 






that •unquestionabl1 it bids fair to become as important a 
factor for enlarging the scope or personal travel as the 
railroad had become tor the rapid collective cireulation."7 
With such a spirit as this we find inventors branching out 
.from the "ordinary. tt The first real departure was G. W. 
Pressey's American Star invented in 1880. It was designed 
to stop flheaderstt and Pressey claimed that one could ride 
over a six inch log and not be thrown. His bicycle had the 
small wheel in the front; the rider sat a little forward of 
the large wheel in the rear and steered by an extension run-
ning down to the front wheel. The bicycle was run by 
treadles that were attached to the rear wheel; these could 
be adjusted to any length leg. The ratio was stepped up be-
tween pedal and wheel and the going was further made easier 
on the rider by placing him directly over the treadles in-
stead of slightly to the rear as on the ttordinary." 
This .American Star turned the emphasis .toward a safer 
machine and during the next four years there were many at-
tempts to improve the "ordinary." In August, 1883, Gerard, 
a mechanic in Quebec, brought out an ttordinary" operated by 
treadles·.. It is important to see that the rear wheel is 
growing much larger and the rider is no longer over the hub 
ot the high wheel but is seated further to the rear. In 
November 1885 Starbuck ot Wilmington; Ohio, invented an ad-






most advantageous position so as to avoid "headers." An-
other invention in the interest or safety was a bicycle 
stand brought_ out by John Morgan of Lynn, Massachusetts, in 
1886. It was Just like a pair of crutches, that telescoped 
when not in use, fastened to each side of the frame along-
side the large wheel. This stand was intended primarily to 
hold the bicycle in place while the rider dismounted. The 
real progress toward a safer bicycle centered about acer-
tain inventor, Stanley. In 1880 he brought out the first of 
his Rovers. This reduced the size of the front wheel and 
enlarged the back wheel; these wheels were tar from equal in 
size but it was a definite turn towards a ttsafety typeff bi-
cycle. This machine was run by a chain on a sprocket at-
taohed to pedals and then attached to a gear on the rear 
wheel. This arrangement allowed gearing up and is very im-
:portant in the evolution ot the bicycle. During each sue-
ceeding year Starley brought out an improved model until 
1884 when we can see the beginning of the "satetytt era. His 
bicycle for that year had a forty-inch front wheel a.nd a 
thirty-inch rear wheel; the chain and sprocket combination 
had also advanced to a fair degree ot perfection. In 1885 
the Ro~er came out with equal sized wheels and the ffsatetyn 
was with us. In this connection it is interesting to note 
that the original types ot bicycles were a safety type but 




"ordinary." A glance at Allen's Digest .S?! Cycles shows that 
patents tor sateties ran all through the time of the "ordi-
nary," but it was only with the coming of the Ro~er in 1884 
that interest was aroused in a chain-driven "safety.fl8 
THE "SAFETY" 
Progr·ess was also going on in England; in 188; a tts~e-
tytt was invented. This safer type ot bicycle indicated to 
some men that women could also take part in this sport. 
In 1886 two men working independently produced drop-trame 
"safeties": Dan Albone and Will Andrews. Albone's I:iel -
came out late in 1886 and was the first drop-frame "safety" 
made in the world. In the United States the "satety" was 
patented by E.G. Latta, March 29, 1887; his front wheel 
was still a little larger than the rear. By 1888 both wheels 
were ot equal size and many other practical patents were 
listed, as those of Marlan, and w. E. Smith. Latta said 
his machine was ttdesigned for ease in mounting and safety 
in dismounting by elderly riders and those who were too 
clumsy to climb over the rear wheei.tt9 A "satetytt wa~ de-
scribed as consisting 
"essentially of an iron trame to which are attached· 
two wheels of equal or nearly equal and moderate size, 
about twenty-eight inches in diameter, and placed one 
behind the other. At the lower end of the trame is a 
sprocket-wheel which is driven round by two pedals 
tastened to cranks so disposed that one is at a dis-
tance of one hundred eighty degrees from the other--
that is to say, when one is all the way down toward 
the ground, the other is on the top above the sproeket 
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wheel. From this sprocket-wheel an endless ehain 
goes to a similar but smaller wheel placed at the 
hub of the posterior riding wheel. The proportion 
between these· two sprocket-wheels varies consider-
ably on different wheels, but is, on an average, suoh 
that tor every revolution ot the sprocket-wheel driven 
by the pedals, the hind wheel makes about two and one-
half revolutions. The saddle is fastened to the frame 
so as to be situated over tM front part ot the hind 
·wheel. Over the front wheel is a horizontal and 
curved handle-bar, by which is turned a perpendicular 
pivot ending in a fork attached to the centre of the 
front wheel. The tront and.rear wheels have thick 
rubber tires, which counteract the vibrations caused 
by the inequalities of the road,--so called 'cushion• 
or 'pnumatic' tires, the tome~ ot which has a smaller 
hollow oore than the latter.ttlO 
The first safety to appear in the Scientitio American 
was in an article on Rudge's Bicyclette, an English machine 
of the drop--tra.me variety. The discussion accompanying it 
is interesting: "Of the various forms of outdoor exercise, 
it is now generally admitted that 'cycle riding is one or 
the most benef1e1al ••• the mere act ot riding in the fresh, 
open air, amid constant changes ot scene and prospect, 
brings on a peoulia~ cheerfulness and exhilaration.nll The 
advantages listed tor the ttsatety" were that it was sate,. no 
danger from ttheaders." easy to mount and dismount, easier 
going up hills, and one could learn more quickly. 
The younger set looked on this ttsafetytt with perfect 
scorn and termed its riders "Goats." Nevertheless the "safe-
ty" quickly came into. favor and by- 1890 · had clinched the 
arguments in its tavor. Women naturally favored the ffsatety-" 
because it put them on a par with men. The first lady to 
• 
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ride the drop trame was Mrs. w. E. Smith ot Washington, D.C., 
whose husband had organized a bicycle company in 1887. Mrs. 
Smith rode her husbandts product, The~, down Pennsylvania 
Avenue in the spring of 1888 as an advertisement. She or-
ganized a bicycle club for ladies, the ice was broken, and 
soon the sport was flourishing at the nation•s capital •. Men 
soon saw its distinct advantages and the ttordinary" disap-
peared from the scene. In 1893 a bicycle insurance company 
was started and it conducted a surv~y_"1:> determine the chance 
of loss. It was found that there were over one million bi-
cycles in use in the United States at that time. 
Having achieved the essential t'r8.ll'l.e and torm. ot the 
safety efforts were directed toward improvements. By follow-
ing the issues of the Scientific American through the decade 
of the 'nineties we can see the important steps in the de-
velopment of the modern bicycle. Up to 1891 all the machines 
were made with their frames on curved tubes. In that year 
Thomas Humber introduced a straight~tubed trame and this was 
taken up by all the manutacturing companies. In the Mareh 
7, 1891, issue of the Scientific American there appeared a 
discussion of the New Mail Bicycle made by Read and Sons in 
Boston. Steel ball bearings were used and its brake was the 
predecessor of the modern auto:m.obile•s: tta band of steel 
lined with leather, acting on a drum on the rear wheel axle, 




value this year when cushioned tires are to be used, as 
these are more delicate than solid tires ••• n June 27, 1891, 
F. Bigelow's invention ot a difterential gear was illus-
trated; it was a great aid in hill climbing. There were 
no fenders on these bicycles but otherwise they looked much 
like the average bicycle in use today. In June, 1893, J. 
Whipple of Chicago invented a bicycle stand tor use on the 
safety. Of necessity thi~ was attached to the trame because 
there were no fenders; it folded into a straight bar and 
when in use, was opened into a triangle. These same stands 
have come into use again, but now they are merely a straight 
side bar across trom the sprocket. In the August 3. 1893, 
issue there appeared a geared bioycle run by a drive shaft 
that was invented by E. Taylor of Waterbury, Connecticut. 
This did away with the sprocket and chain, and it could be 
adjusted to four different gears. Improvements came in 
every year: weight was reduced, tires and rims were made 
better, pedals improved, and new types ot brakes brought out. 
The brake ~roblem was very acute because the only way 
to stop these early sateties was by back-pedaling. The most 
common type was one worked by grips on the handle bars con-
nected to a friction bar on the tront wheel, but improvements 
came fast atter 1894. The Scientific .American or June 9, 
1894, shows an automatic brake constructed to rub against 
the back tire as the rider started to back pedal. In 1897 
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there were tour large articles on new types ot brakes. 
The best one was invented by J. Bullard of Springfield, 
Massachusetts. There was no coasting provided for yet; baok 
pedaling forced an outside brake shoe to push backwards on 
the rear wheel hub and thus a gradual braking action was 
obrained. This was regulated effectively by a set-screw on 
the rear hub. In 1898 the Columbia Bicycle was advertised 
as the best model in existence; it was a chainl.ess bicycle. 
It was driven by a shatt having teeth on eaoh end. One end 
was turned by the pedal sprocket, the other end titted its 
teeth into a\tt.eel in the rear hub and so turned the drive 
wheel. This model went baek to the use of a brake on the 
front wheel. By 1899 a coaster brake was in use, allowing 
the rider to coast on his pedals and brake the rear wheel. 
The MorrOW" patent was the first good one, but it was soon 
surpassed by one put out by the New Departure Bell Company. 
Bicycle articles reach a peak in the Scientific Ameri-
~ during 1897 and 1898 and after that there is a distinot 
decline. The horseless vehicle is being discussed more and 
more. I will discuss exhibitions in another section but 
here it is interesting to riote that in the discussion of the 
New York Bicycle Show ot 1899 all the attention is centered 
on automobiles and not bicycles. Their tires, rims, and 
wheels were like those or the bicycle and the body like that 
of a carriage. A. A. Pope exhibited beside his Columbia 
.. 
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Bicy-cle his "Dos-.A-Dos" automobile. In the Bicycle Show 
ot 1900 there was a collection of bicycles illustrating 
progress trom 1850 - 1900. The article that described it 
in the Scientific American gives the impression that the 
bicycle had progressed as far as possible and now the auto-
mobile was to take its place. And this is just what hap-
pened after 1900, but let us note the important role the 
bicycle played in the early automobile's development .. The 
horseless vehicle derived its brake-drmn. idea from the bi-
cycle, its tires, rims, and pneumatic tires, its light, 
steel frame. and its ~irst type of tiller steering arrange-
ment. If there is any one who doubts the importance of the 
bicycle in modern mechanical progress, let him view the 
tacts dispassionately and he must see the great contribution 
this two-wheeled machine has made to our times. 
One ot the most important and far-reaching developments 
in the bicycle industry was that of the rubber tire .. As 
early as 1845 a patent was issued to R. W. Thompson in 
England tor a crude type of rubber carriage tire made in the 
torm. ot a "hollow elastic belt, constructed ot India rubber, 
the same to be inflated with air, thus forming a resilient 
cushion between the wheel and the ground.ff12 This made a 
very slight impression, and the solid rubber tire eame into 
general use. The ttordinary" bicycle of the 'seventies and 






introduced a cushion type ot tire that was a solid tire 
with a sponge center. This was too hard to push to be very 
acceptable. In 1888 James B. Dunlap invented the first prac-
tical pneumatic tire for bicycles. He first tried the use 
of springs inside his tires but soon switched to air which 
gave a more even surface. His first tube was wrapped in 
linen but the germ of the idea was correct a~d he soon im-
p:roved it. He kept the air in the tire by tying a knot in 
a small tube connected to the tire just as on the footballs 
then in use. He was laughed at, but soon manuf"aoturers 
recognized the advantages of his idea, especially when a 
valve was put in place of the knot. Now, how was the tire 
to be attached to the rim? Charles welsh, in 1890, added 
a casing of rubber·and cotton fabric to the vunlop tire; to 
the edge ·ot this tire a wire was fastened having small rings 
attached to it. The steel rim intended for this tire had 
grooves in it into which the rings titted. This arrange-
ment was used in ~urope but was not popular in America. The 
next type brought out was the "Clincher," developed by an 
American, W. Bartlett, living in England. The patent was 
bought by Jeffry and Gor.mully ot Chicago "Who had Goodrich 
make a tire to fit it. The rim was made either in wood or 
steel, in single or double clinch types. The idea was to tit 
the tire into these clinches by means of a rubber ridge on 





important type of rim developed was the Crescent, intended 
for the "hose-pipett tire. This tthose-pipe" idea was de-
veloped by P. w. Tillinghast or Providence, Rhode Island, 
in 1893. His idea was to have the tube and the outside cas-
ing ot tabric and rubber all cured together "thereby elimi-
nating tire trouble which was supposed to result from the 
chafing of the outer casing on the tube of the Jettry 
(Clincher} type.n13 This tire could be made very cheaply 
and so gained immediate recognition in the United States; 
it was first made by the Hartford Rubber Works in Connecti-
cut. However it was hard to make repairs on this tire; the 
rubber was not strong and blow outs were frequent. At this 
time there were no quick-repair outfits or "never-leaktt 
fluids; the tire soon lost f'avor as a re·sult and went oft 
the market for a number ot years. It did make a comeback in 
the first decade ot the twentieth century and today is the 
most widely used bicycle tire. In 1895 Morgan c. Wright in-
vented a tire like the •hose-pipe" but it differed in that 
it bad a slit about tive inches long through which a butt-
end tube was inserted. This slit laced up and could easily 
be unlaced tor repairs. This became the most popular type 
during the 'nineties, only to lose favor when quick-repair 
kits and stronger tabrie made the single-tube tire the most 
reasonable type to use. Repair shops opened all over the 





army of cyclers. 
What a change this pneumatic tire made in cycling. As 
-one rider said• ttNothing ever became so antique in so short 
a time as did the narrow, solid tire of the bicycle. Its 
aspect now is pitiable 'longside or the sleek, well-ted 
pneumatio."14 The bicycle now became more comfortable to 
ride, it ran more quietly, and not even the doctors oould 
complain over concussions resulting from. bicycle bumps. In 
the early •nineties all the manufacturing companies made 
different sized tires and rims for their products. This 
made a great confusion in brands and types and made replace-
ments a real problem. The Dunlop and Goodrich companies soon 
anerged as the largest tire producers and gradually they 
brought standardization in. By 1910 this movement was ac-
complished and standard sizes ot twenty-six inches and 
twenty-eight ineh tires were being made to fit any bicycle. 
Tires and rims were very important in the early prog-
ress ot the "horseless carriage." The tthose-pipe~ was first 
used and then discarded. The Clincher type was tound to be 
the best. Rims were built on the same order as bicycles in 
the early stages of the industry, but had to be made heavier 
and stronger as the oar's weight increased. The first 
pneumatic tire. ever made for an automobile was made in 




In this discussion so far nothing has been said ot the 
role or the manufacturer in the progress of the bicycle and 
the methods he used to further the sale of his product. As 
in every tale of modern progress in the United States the 
manufacturer played a great part in creating wide public in-
terest in the bioyele. 
The first manufacturer ot bicycles in the United States 
on a large scale, and the most important man in the whole 
field, was Colonel A. A. Pope. In 1877 the Pope Manufactur-
ing Company ordered bicycles from England and sold ninety-
two during the next year. Pope started a policy of purchas-
ing all patents outright. He issued pamphlets each year to 
educate the public and this example was followed success-
fully by all companies who later came into the field. People 
had to be educated to the advantages of the bicycle and so 
did the courts. Pope carried oases into court in order to 
get the bicycle recognized as a legal vehicle; at one time 
he remarked that in order to get the courts to class the 
bicycle as a vehicle "we spent 18000 in the Central Park Case 
alone.tt15 With Pope laying the foundation, the center of 
bicycle manufacture in the United States was laid in the 
Connecticut Valley. The March 20, 1880, issue of the Scien-
tific American carried a tu.11 page of piotures of the Weed 
Seld.ng Machine Company of Hartford. The Pope Company controlled 
Jl 
the patents on the bicycle and the Weed Company were sole 
manutaeturers tor them. The article states that the bicy-
cle had not received great vogue here yet but indications 
show it is gaining popularity. Up to this time 1200 bicy-
cles had been made and orders held on hand were tor 2500 
more. All through the 18SO's inventors attempted to change 
the style of the ttordinary" so other companies could manu-
facture without infringing on the Pope patents--the success 
of these we have noted above. 
Pope had possession of the first "safety" patents and 
began manufaeturing his "safety" Columbias late in 1886. The 
tirst ones weighed one hundred pounds. They had to be re-
duced in weight and made to run easier; in order to do this 
ball bearings were put in the wheels, the frames were made 
of drawn-steel tubing, wooden rims were used, and the spokes 
were made of fine-tension steel. The price was $150 and 
there was not much decline in this until the mid 'nineties. 
Many companies were now started all over the country, put-
ting out products of varied design and quality. We have seen 
that W. E.·Smith started a company in Washington in 1887 and 
put out the famous Dart tor ladies. The Eclipse Bicycle Com-
pany was started in Elmira, New York. The Lovell Arms Com-
pany of Boston put out their Diamond brand. Read and Sons 
of Boston put out their New Mail Bieycle. The Overman Com-
pany of Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, put out its Vietor 
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brand; this company was one of the first to offer competi-
tion to the Pope Company. The Davisf'ew1ng Machine Company 
of Dayton, Ohio, put out its Dayton brand.· One ot the most 
interesting manufacturers of bicycles in the early •nineties 
were Wilbur and Orville Wright in a little shop in Dayton, 
Ohio. They built the Wright Special and the Van Cleve. 
Their total output was about one hundred machines a year 
and in between times they worked on plans tor a flying ma-
chine. It is reasonably certain the first aeroplane wheels 
used were exactly like those ot a bicycle. Here is just one 
other example of the vital connection between the bicycle 
and some ot our modern industries. This mentions only a 
few ot the manufacturing companies but it does show the ex-
tent to which bicycles were being built. 
The demands of the bicycle trade soon made an inter-
changeable parts industry necessary. The bicycle afteoted 
the rubber and the steel industry to a great extent with its 
demand for tires and tor steel tubing. Kaempffert points 
out that the bioycle taught .Americans how to build light ve-
hicles at a cheap price. Steel was developed and bearings 
were improved. When the demand for bicycles fell ott about 
1900, the bicycle manutaeturers turned to making cars. ttThis 
helps to explain why the early automobiles ••• had so much in 
comm.on with the bicycle. Their frames were ot steel tubing; 






pneumatic tires, and the whole machine was extremely 
light.n16 The growth of the bicycle industry was meteoric; 
one writer in 1893 said that ttThe bicycle is coming to be 
as indispensable as the carriage, s1Jnply because the art of 
bicycle manutaoture has made it possible to ·obtain from the 
bicycle that which is impossible from the earriage."17 The 
economic effects of the growth of this industry are con-
nected with the social results but here let us notice that 
great alarm was spread among carriage makers by the advent 
of the "safety" and many of them turned to bicycles. In fact 
during the tnineties bicycles were made by sewing machine 
companies, arms manutaeturers, machinists, and anyone else 
who owned a machine shop. 
"The wheel took a holiday to join in the sport and 
recreation· of man, but the yoke of business is upon 
it and it cannot escape the bondage. It took the 
race uhtold ages to capture the magic circle and 
harness it to hwnan need, and it if
8
too precious 
tor man to give it a long tether.tt 
That bicycle manufacture was profitable there seems no 
doubt •. There were various figures issued as to the value of 
the product, and number of people employed. In July, 1896, 
the Scientific American issued a statement to the effect 
that there were four million riders in the United States and 
two hundred thousand in New York alone. There were two 
hundred fifty reputable manufacturers employing seventy 
thousand people, and having an investment of $60,000,000 • 
More accurate figures are gotten from the Thirteenth 
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Census ot the United States. Before 1889 the bioyele did 
not receive a distinct classification in the census; it was 
listed under the carriage and wagon industry. These census 
figures set the hey-day ot the bicycle from 1890 - 96, and 
show a decline setting in late in 1897. 













In 1899 there were ltll2,880 bicycles built. 
In 1904 there were 225,309 bicycles built.19 
Other sources refute the charge that there was a decline 
by 1896 and put the date between 1898 - 1900. One writer in 
1896 said: 
"This year the United States is more bicycle mad than 
ever •••• The bicycle has been discerned to be the most 
marketable commodity of the hour, and every manufac-
turer whose plant was adaptable enough to include bicy-
cle construction seems to have adjusted himself and his 
tactory to th~
0
work of reaping the most inviting harvest 
that ofters.tt 
The Daill~ Almanac for 1896 reported the price of most 
bicycles reduced from 3125 to $100. This plus the added 
number of riders made such a huge demand that the stocks ttes-
peoially ot ladies' wheels gave out and purchasers v,ere fre-
quently obliged to wait tor months before their orders were 
filled.ff The writer said, "The outlook for next season is 
equally bright, as there seems to be no diminution in the 
s 
interest taken in cycling either as a sport or form ot 
healthful exercise. 
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There may have been a slight decline after the boom 
year ot 1896, but it was certainly not ot such a nature as 
to discourage manufacturers. The simplest explanation tor 
any decline in 1896 or 1897 is the tact that the people who 
had bought bicycles were not trading them in after one year's 
use as they had before. There was not enough change in one 
year or even two to make a trade-in worth while. Outins for 
February, 1896, put out a supplementary edition, ehtitled 
Cycling Trade Notes, in which were listed makes, types, 
prices, specifications, and all other information pertaining 
to the field. Prices ranged from $S5 to $100. Tandems were 
$150. Columbia and Victor were leading the tield. Thirty-
two companies were listed here and all of these had shown in 
the Bicycle Show the month before in New York. 
In 1897 Columbia reduoed all its prices to $75. The 
large companies were forced to reduce prices in order to 
compete with small establishments who often merely assem-
bled parts and so could put out a cheaper product. Arter 
1898 there is a distinct decline in bicyole demand and out-
put. The literature of the time is tilled with discussions 
of the new motorcycles and "horseless carriages," and the 






Before I leave the manutaeturers we must observe the 
creation of the largest bicycle corporation in the world. 
This period was the hey-day ot combinations 1n the form ot 
trusts and later corporations, and it was natural tor the 
bicycle manufacturers to form an organization also. Janu-
ary 10, 1894, the National Board ot Trade of Cycle Manutac-
turers was organized at a meeting in New York. Four hundred 
representatives ot the cycle industry were present and they 
elected A. A. Pope as chairman. It was decided in assembly 
to incorporate; this motion was carried out under the lead-
ership or F. s. Stimson on June 8 in full accordance with 
New York laws. At this first meeting it was decided to or-
ganize an annual national bicycle show. This was referred 
to a committee and work was started in October on the project. 
This National Board was incorporated with a capital stock ot 
$10,000; one thousand shares were sold at ten dollars per 
share. Local boards of trade were organized in most impor-
tant cities in the country to cooperate with the central or~ 
ganization. A Mercantile Agency and Information Bureau was 
organized to help the members in buying. Accurate informa-
tion was given on finanoial reports, good lawyers. state of 
world markets, and other business items in a pamphlet issued 
each month to all members. 
This National Board pertormed its most important work 
in organizing the National Cycle Exhibitions held annually in 
.,. 
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New York. It decided to control all national and local 
exhibits and manufacturing members of the Board would only 
exhibit at authorized shows. The bicycle had been ex-
hibited in this country in the Exposition of 1876. It was 
in the Columbian Exposition ot 1893 that the first large ex-
hibits were made. Bicycles were exhibited in the Transporta-
tion Building and altogether there were forty-three exhibi-
tors. They were arranged in the gallery around the main 
floor which was filled with carriages. This is very clearly 
shown in a picture taken inside the building. 
"There were artistic and expensive pavilions, the 
most prominent being that of the Pope Manufacturing 
Company and the Overman Wheel Company-, the lavish 
expenditure on which made them centers ot attraction. 
The development of the bicycle has been so rapid 
that it requires a specialist to keep up with it in 
all its ramitications."21 
The bicycle exhibits must have filled the second tloor gal-
lery. From pictures ot difterent exhibits on the ground 
floor one can obtain glimpses ut the gallery, and the bicy-
cles can be seen there held up by wires or stands, often 
with natural scenery surrounding them • 
The first National Cycle Show was held in New York, 
January 19-26, 1895, under the auspices of the National 
Board. The show was held in Madison Square Garden, it being 
the only place large enough for it. An article in the §.2!.-
entific .American contained an excellent description of the 





bicycles, tires, rims, pedals, handlebars, brakes, lanterns, 
and frames were shown. 
"The great interest ta.ken in cycling was shown by the 
very large attendance, and under the improved auspices 
of modern construction, the cycle is becoming more and 
more widely used. The industry has attained such di-
-mansions that it has led to new processes, to the in-
vention of special machinery, and many other trades 
are now tributary to it.tt22 
In the February 9 issue ot this same magazine, the front page 
contains large pictures ot the Show. On one end of the large 
floor was a sign stating that this was the First National 
Bicycle Show under the auspices of the National Board of 
Trade. On one side was a stage upon which trick riders were 
performing. There was a space for people to test bicycles • 
I noticed one tandem exhibited with a seat in front of the 
handle bars for a child. There were one hundred sixty-three 
exhibitors in all at this first National Show. An interest-
ing comment on the people attending is furnished by one writ-
er who states: 
tt!n one respect the bicycle show was peculiar; all 
classes seemed to be represented. At the horse show, 
for instance, at the dog show, the mechanic is never 
seen; at the bicycle show I noticed hundreds ot men, 
evidently prosperous mechanics who had come to see 
more of a machine that offered them at once economy 
and recreation, a healthful exercise, and a saving Qf 
carfares in getting to and from their daily work.n2; 
This same writer also points out that a great emphasis was 
being laid on lightness: nspeaking of lightness, aluminum 
seems likely to achieve wonders tor the bicycle in the near 
future, provided its tendency to corrode under salt air and 
water can be corrected." 
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Another famous event in the bicycling world was held 
in Springfield, Massachusetts, every September. ;A tourna-
ment was held, called the American Cycling Derby, and grand 
prizes were given to the winners of all events. 
The most exciting event in the 1896 Show was the ex-
hibition of a Rambler Bicycle costing $1000. It was silver 
embossed. inlaid with amethysts and pearls, and some of the 
parts were made of gold. It attracted great attention in 
the show and in the newspapers or the day. 
In 1897 the exhibition was held in the Grand Central 
Palace. Two concerts were given daily by a United States 
arm,y band tor the music lovers. In the official catalog all 
the space numbers were listed with the name of the company 
occupying each space. All the cycle clubs ot New York ex-
hibited the trophies and prizes won by their members; some 
of the contributors were the New York Athletic Club, River-
side Wheelmen, Harlem Wheelm.en, Century WheellrlEm, and the 
Greenwich Wheellrlen. 
In 1899 automobiles and motorcycles occupied as much 
spac·e and received more attention than the bicycles. In 1900 
the event had beoam.e the Bicycle and Auto Show, whioh was 
shortened to the Auto Show in a tew years. At the risk of 
repetition, may I point out again that here is another clear 
proof of the effect ot the bicycle on the progress of the 
modern automobile. Even the methods ot advertising were the 
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sam.e, for as early as 1895 the strength ot the Victor 
Pneumatic tire was shown on a resilometer that tested the 
number of miles a tire oould run and also the number of 
times a tire bounced when dropped from a certain height. 
ADVERTISING 
By following bieyele advertising rrom the late 'seventies 
to 1900, we can gain a clear pioture of tbe types of bicy-
cles being sold, the methods manufacturers used to sell 
their product, and the evolution in the torm of the bicycle 
which we-have noted above. Along with the technical knowl-
edge we gain from a survey of advertising, we obtain an in-
sight into the life ot the times tor advertisements are 
merely the reflection from the mirror ot public interest. 
In this study I have followed the Seientitio .American through 
each issue from 1879 to 1902, and I have attempted to supple-
ment this with additions from other sources in order to give 
a well-rounded result. 
In 1879 Columbia is the only bicycle being advertised; 
the big heading during spring and summer is "Easy To Learn 
To Ride." "An ordinary rider ean outstrip the best horse in 
a day's run over common roads." By December 13, 1879, Pope 
is laying a new emphasis on cycling: "Columbia--indorsed 
by the medical profession as the most healthful ot outdoor 
sports.~ From this day forward the public was subjected to 






for every type of physical and mental ailment. In 1880, as 
a reflection ot the rising interest in clubs and parades. 
Columbiats advertisements showed a bugler calling his com-
pany to the drill. The medical profession is quoted, and 
new e~ements are appearing. The bicycle has come into more 
general use--ttthousan~s are in use." On November 27, 1880: 
ttThe bicycle has proved itself to be a permanent> practic-
able road vehiclet and the number in daily use is rapidly in-
creasing. Professional and business men, seekers after 
health or pleasure, all join in bearing witness to its 
me~its.ff May 28, 1881--Columbia's "graceful model and ele-
gant appearance excite universal admiration ••• guaranteed as 
the best value for the money to be obtained in a bicycle. tt 
Here is the tirst sign that Pope is being given competition; 
true, it is not severe, but it indicates that the tinal ap-
peal to the public is to convince them that this product is 
the best tor the least amount of money. May 6, 1882--
Colum.bia was "What every boy wants and what every man ought 
to have." And on September 16 of that year, if' there were 
ttThousands in use by doctors, lawyers, ministers, editors, 
and merchants," why shouldn't you have one, too? 
In 1883 the tricycle enters the list of advertisements 
in the Seienti:f'1c American. July 14, Pope advertised bicy-
cles and tricycles ot his Columbia brand. September l, Victor 




any competition to the Columbia in these pages. It is a 
further indication of how well Pope controlled the early 
patents on the "ordinary." 
During 1884, 1885 interest lagged; there are many is-
sues with no advertisements at all. Normally, advertising 
was most pronounced tor three months in the spring, three 
months in the fall, and during December. This fixes the 
times of greatest interest and sale, and also shows the bi-
cycle to have been then, as now, a tavorite Christmas pres-
ent. March 21, 1885, Columbia was advertised as "the popu-
lar steed of today for ladies and gentlemen.ff The picture 
accompanying it showed two men on "ordinariesn and a lady on 
a tricycle. Evidently Pope saw that the female trade could 
be developed into a real business also. 
Starting in 1886 we find a continuous flow ot advertise-
ments; as usual Columbia leads, but competition soon arises. 
April 17, 1886--Colum.bia, "Reductions in prices and many im-
provements for 1886.tt On :May 7, 1887, a newcomer appears: 
MBefore you buy a bioyclett see A. Gump's price list, Dayton, 
Ohio. "Repairing and Nickeling.tt And in an attempt to re-
assure the Columbia's public, Pope says in this same issue: 
«The test ot the roads tor ten years proves the Columbia 
superior to all others.~ 
In contrast to modern advertising, the bicycle companies 
seemed to hesitate before concentrating all their advertising 
d 
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energy on a new product in their field. March 17, 1888, the 
Columbias shown are an "ordinary,n a drop-trame safety, and 
a tandem. March 28, 1890, the Columbia pictured is a 
nsafety,tt and yet on June 7 ot that year the Pope Company•s 
advertisement was that of an •ordinary" selling at $90. So 
we see the typical caution- of a large manufacturing concern, 
and we also see that the public had not completely accepted 
the safety as late as 1890. This same phenomenon is seen 
in the advertisements or the Overman Wheel Company's Victor 
which reappeared in the Scientific American's lists in the 
spring of 1888, after an absence of tour years. June 2, 1888, 
we find nv1ctors are the best Bicycles, Tricycles, and Safety 
Bicycles in the ·world.fl Yet on January 4, 18~0 the Victor 
advertised is an "ordinary." However by the end of 1890 the 
illustrations are all those of ttsafetyfl bicycles and the 
complete change to this type has taken place. By 1890 the 
Pope Company was prospering tor the factories are now lo-
cated in New York and Chicago as well as the original Boston. 
In 1892 some ot the new •safeties" on the market were 
the Sylph Bikes ot Peoria, Illinoist the Diamond, and the 
New Mail. Pneumatic tires were appearing in the magazines 
by this time also. In.Good Roads for April, 1892, the Pope -
Company had a picture of a man riding past a little boy 
leaning on a fence staring wisttully at him, and on the side-




caption read ttWherever he may appear, the Wheel.man on a 
Columbia Bicycle is an object of adm.iration.n May 21, 1892, 
in the Scientific American Pope uses all his pleas: "It 
men and women of all ages knew how easy it is to bicycle--
how safe--healthtul--joyful--economioal--all the world would 
cycle. As cycling leads exercises of all out-doors, so the 
Columbia leads the cycles of the world.tt And on October 22: 
ffThe glorious days of open doors--all outside is smiling 
welcome--here's health and joy all unconfined--the cycler 
sees everything--he*s where every-thing is--as tree as free-
dom.--trom the heights of exhilarated happiness he cannot 
fall--from his Columbia Satety.tt May 27, 1893, Pope was 
appealing to the back-to-nature movement; his illustration 
was that or a young man and woman bicycling through a smil-
ing countryside. ttThese are days of doubles--two•s company 
--two Colum.b1as are better than one. Le~ that lady of your's 
feel as sprightly as you do. Buy her a Columbia Bioycle.n 
In this same number the Victor was advertised as having the 
best pneumatic (tire) with inner tubes removable through 
the rim.n 
Clothing companies realized the money to be made in the 
bicycle trade. June 9, 1894, the Union Bicycle Clothing 
Company urged "When on your Wheel wear ••• one of our Bloomer 
Bicycle $7.50 Suits;fl in HarEer's Weeklz ot June 9, 1894, 
there appeared eight bicycle advertisements all stressing 
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different advantages. Eat Bicycles; Stokes; Raleigh ("on 
which all World's Championships of '92 and •93 were won••}; 
Demon Cycles ("best wheels in the market selling for $70"); 
Warwick ("The strongest, the lightest, the scorchers' de-
light, the ladies• ravorite«}; Columbia ("will wear longer 
and do better serviee than the traditional 'one-hoss shay'"); 
Trusty Ramblers (ttevery Rambler is guaranteed"); Victor Bi-
cycles {"Victor Resilometer, the only tire-testing machine 
in ~xistenee has proved conclusively that the Victor Fneu-
matie tire is the most resilient of a.ny •••• Why uot ride the 
best?")~ All of which sounds very convincing and very 
modern. Other types advertised in Harper's were Hartfords, 
Creseent, Oxford Boss, Lovell Diamond, and Imperial. 
In 1896 there was a great emphasis on the social side 
of bicycling; everyone had to have one to "keep up with the 
Joneses." The Rambler was illustrated as the $100 Beauty 
that "moves in Good Society.n25 Bicycle companies also car-
ried out sensational experiments to prove their product 
more durable than all others. This device is one widely tol-
lowed today in all types of products. Harper's Weekly of 
April 18, 1896, contains a large ad by the Eclipse Bicycle 
Company of Elmira, New York. The large heading was Eclipse 
Bicycles Stand the Test. Tom Winder rode 21._,ooo miles around 
the border of the United States. He started at New Orleans 
May 14, 1895, and finished there December 10, 1895--•twithout 
t, 
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a break in any part ot the wheel.n He wore out ten tires, 
three cyclometers, five pairs of shoes, two suits of clothing, 
eighteen pairs of socks; but he could not wear out the 
Eclipse. 
One ot the favorite means of advertising was to put out 
a pamphlet each year illustrating all the new models and 
their improvements. These were given out at the bieyole 
shows and by the local dealers. Here. too~ the automobile 
industry followed the same methods and today they are still 
in use. In 1897 the ·nayton was advertised in a very clever 
little book. The main emphasis was laid on the social util-
ity ot the bicycle, and the theme was developed in.a pam-
phlet. The center of interest is a girl who laughed at all 
her friends using bicycles. 
"She visits Saratoga first; ah, here shetll shine the 
· highest star, 
And what a jolly time she•11 have; the gayest one 
she'll be by tar; 
She orders her Victoria, and goes oui smiling tor a 
ride, 
But soon discovers that the world on bicycles is by 
her side." 
She went to Boston, Newport, Lenox, .and Florida, and at each 
place it was the same story: everyone rode a bicycle. 
"Her year is ended, home she goes, and New York sees 
her once again; 
But ah, the friends whom oft she scorned, she meets 
no more with proud disdain; 
Victoria and phaeton and tandem-driving are no more 
Important in iny lady's mind; her horses rest as ne'er 
before. 





My lady rides a DAYTON ,geel, and all the world is 
at her :t"eet." 
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Even the mail order houses sold bicycles. In 1905 
Sears, Roebuck issued a special bicycle catalog and also de-
voted six pages of its general catalog to the bicycle. The 
ttstar of the stable was 'The Celebrated Three-Crown Nickel 
Joint Napoleon Bicycle, the Highest of High Grade, Brought 
Right Up to Date tor 1905. Price $13.8;.•tt Women were ad-
vised to buy "Napoleon's Mate. the 'Josephine'"--price 
$14.85. 27 
Let us return to the Scientifio .American and notice the 
closing stages or the bicycle era that is the subject of my 
work. July 21, 1900, Pope advertised the bicycle as an "im· 
portant adjunct to summer travel. Take your wheel with you 
on your vacation. It will make you independent or slower 
and less convenient methods of getting about.tt But by now 
we find automobiles taking the place of bicycle ads. ffFor 
your wife's sake be in the social swim and get the best ot 
modern conveyances, a Winton Motor Carraige .. 0 This appeared 
on August 11, 1900. The automobile has stolen the bicycle 1 s 
social thunder and the reader -0an easily hear the end of the 
bicycle's reign in a wife's plea to her husband to turn in 
their tandem and get the newest thing on wbeels--a horseless 
carriage. June 7. 1902, the Scientific .American carried ad-
vertisements of ten automobiles and only three bicycles, two 
' 
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or which were motorcycles. The M.ead Cycle Company advertised 
bicycles below eost at from $8.75 to $11.75. The manut'ao-
turers were trying to reduce their stock before the falling 
market was gone completely. 
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During the first wave ot enthusiasm over the velocipede 
in 1869 the young people got together and rode in groups, 
but there was no definite organization to their enjoyment. 
This first movement was restricted to the socially elite and 
the velocipede was used more to show off stylish clothes 
than tor any real sport. With the advent of the high bicy-
cle, however, a different spirit seemed to pervade all the 
activities ot the riders. High enthusiasm was shown tor 
group outings and activities; bicycle parades, competitive 
club drills, hill climbing contests, and raoe meetings be-
came the order ot the day. The strains of nBoots and Sad-
dles" on a bugle marked the mounting ot the cyclists on 
their steeds, and a new era was upon-us. 
The period ushered in by the high "ordinary" is one of 
the most romantic in the whole bicycle era. The riders were 
restricted to the young men of the day, as I have pointed 
out before. These young men were the dare-devils of their 
day, wore the most dashing costumes, and caused all the 
ladies' hearts to flutter when they rode up on their sixty-
inch high wheels, gave the bell a tinkle, and dismounted 
with a flourish. These young men were not ot the richest 
families, but rather of the prosperous middle class which 
is usually called the back bone or any nation. They came to 
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be looked upon by boys and admiring lady friends as heroes 
and prophets of a new day--"that is, a class who, in:tused 
with the best spirit of the times can naturally be counted 
upon to make themselves felt as a power in the future, to be 
counted upon the side of the right 1n the work before us tor 
the further development of the possibilities or life.n1 
9onscious of the bond existing between all of them as ushers 
of a .new era, it seemed only natural to have bicycle meets 
and to form clubs and organizations intended to further bi-
cycling and also to provide recreation for the members. 
LEAGUE OF AMERICAN lfflEELMEN 
The first real bicycle meet was that which took place 
September 11, 1879, in Boston. Forty man led by Charles E. 
Pratt joined together and made their famous "Wheel Around 
The Hubn--the ·hub ot the universe being Boston, so considered 
by its inhabitants then as now. During the winter of 1879-
180 the New York Bicycle Club decided to hold another meet 
on May 31, 1880, in N8WJ?ort. On May JO, 1880, one hundred 
and fitty cyclists were in Newport prepar~ng for the meet 
of the next day. They decided to hold an assembly in a skat-
ing rink in Newport, and, spurred on by a few leaders, they 
organized the League of .American Wheel.men. Charles E. Pratt 
was elected the first president of the League and he led the 





immediately following the meeting. By 1881 the League had 
1500 members and its influence was being felt in Canada and 
Mexico as well as the United States. The otticers provided 
tor were president, vice-president, commander, correspond-
ing secretary, recording secretary, treasurer, and two di-
rectors tor each state organization. These two directors 
set up a board ot eight in eaoh state to carry on all the 
business ot that state, and this board in turn established 
local offices and representatives. The League was primarily 
intended tor the benefit of amateur cyclists; the amateur 
status was granted to one who had "never competed in an open 
competition; or tor a stake, or for public money, or tor 
gate money, or under a false name, or with a professional 
tor a prize ••• nor, has ever personally taught or pursued 
bicycling or other athletic exercises as a means of liveli-
hood."2 
Rules were established tor the conduct of the organiza-
tion. All the officers were to be elected anew each year. 
Once a year a general parade was to be enjoyed by all bioy-
ele clubs and individual wheelmen, which was to be held on 
'Decoration Day, May JO. A race meeting was to be held e~ery 
tall. Only members could race, except in one event which 
was open to all. A cup was to be the p·rize in each event 
and was to become the possession of whomever won the event 




in New York in September 1881. As in all organizations, it 
was thought essential to have a written organ to represent 
the progress of the group. The L.A.W. Bulletin was begun 
and issued to the members once a wetk. In 1882 the first 
issue ot the Wheelman was put out in October, and this was 
soon tilled with articles by leading men in the L.A.W., as 
it was called, discussing the place of the bicycle in the 
progress of the times and the current efforts of the League 
in. its many fields of work. 
In order to become a member of this League, one had to 
pay $1.00 per year. In return tor this dollar the member 
received the enjoyment ot good fellowship plus several prac-
tical advantages: (l) He received the L.A.w. Bulletin. 
(2) His card entitled him to reduced rates in all hotels 
and inns recognized by the L.A.W. This was a very important 
work ot the League. It inspected all the hotels and inns 
in which its members might stay while on tours. If they 
were tound satisfactory. they were marked with an L.A.W. sign 
and were assured of patronage. In return, the innkeeper had 
to promise a certain reduced rate to all who stayed in bis 
inn on their presentation or the L.A.W. membership card • 
(J) The members received a roadbook of their state which was 
a useful present indeed. These roadbooks contained maps ot 
all the roads in the state with information on the best ones 





state, followed by.an account of the history of the League 
there, and every attempt was made to make them attractive 
as well as useful. All the hotels recognized by the League 
were listed. Tours were mapped out for cyclists and an 
average day's run was marked from one convenient hotel to 
another. (4) Members could buy the official uniform ot the 
League at a reduced price. nThat every rider who cycles, 
whatever his age, should wear a cycling costume appropri-
ately cut needs no proof. The rider of a cycle who ventures 
out in an inappropriate costume is regarded as one who does 
not know the right thing to do when pursuing the sport, and 
proclaims himselt as either an ignoramus or a novice."3 
Each state had its own oftioial color. but the type of suit 
was the same·. All the clothing ha.d to be ot wool; even 
cotton labels were prohibited as they became cold when 
dampened with perspiration. A Jacket or a sweater was used. 
Breeches were out very close and reached just below the 
knee. Either long stockings or leather leggings covered the 
legs and held the breeches in place with an elastic garter. 
Shoes were low cut and had a furrow in the sole to enable 
the rider to grip the pedals more easily. This outfit was 
crowned by a small cap with a visor, much like the Eton caps 
used by small boys today. Another favorite hat in warm 
weather was a pith helmet. A rider otten wore a shirt with 




writer said celluloid should be used for the eufts and col-
lar of a shirt as "They will not wilt down with perspiration; 
they can be washed clean in a moment, and they last a long 
time."4 It must have been some sight to see two or three 
hundred cyclists come wheeling along in tor.mation, each 
perched on the top or his high wheel, mustaches flying in the 
breeze and proudly wearing his uniform of bright green or 
blue or red. 
(5) An L.A.W. member enjoyed the full privileges ob-
tained tor the bicycle in the eyes of the law. At the very 
first meeting of the League it was determined to work for 
the legal recognition of the bicyele and a committee was ap-
pointed to educate the public and the courts to the coming 
era of the bicycle and what it would mean to the progress ot 
the country. The tight tor legal rights was started in 1880 
and continued for the next twenty yea.rs. The manufacturers 
helped in this battle tor they knew that with legal recogni-
tion would come increased sales. The-main objection to the 
bieycle arose from the fact that it was noiseless; several 
cases were brought up by people who were frightened at its 
noiseless approach trom the rear, and they claimed their 
hearts were injured by the shook. The cyclists worked to 
have their vehicle put in the same class as horse-drawn car-
riages. Boston, Providence, Harttord, and Brooklyn early 
passed restrictions denying the cyclists rights to ride on 
r 
the main thoroughfares. The League worked against these 
restrictions and b! 1886 public opinion had forced their 
repeal. 
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There was an interesting case in New York. Central Park 
refused permission to any and all bicycle riders to use its 
paths in 1880. Its reason was that the pedestrians were be-
ing pushed out of the way by hordes of thoughtless cyclists. 
What the wheelm.en wanted were paths ot their own in the 
park. A writer in 1881 suggested that since Central Park 
was kind enough to make special paths for pedestrians it 
might perhaps furnish "similar accommodations to the bicy-
clers" and this "would be only a continuance of the spirit 
ot consideration tor the publie."5 The Commissioners of the 
park did not think it was necessary to make room for bicy-
clers and the case was brought to the eourts in 1881. A. A. 
Pope was very active in pushing this and claimed he spent 
taooo in an attempt to get the bicycle permission to be used. 
·The case dragged from 1881-83, but was finally decided in 
favor ot the bicycle's rights. It is said that the morning 
after the decision was made official, the park's paths were 
literally overrun by enthusiastic groups of singing oyolists. 
Another interesting eontlict was brought up in Ohio by 
a Mr. Green in the Ohio Legislature in 1882. He attempted 
to get the legislature to pass a bill prohibiting the use 






of the L.A.W. was up in arms. · Speeches were made, a strong 
lobby was sent to Columbus, petitions were signed, and soon 
the national board of the L.A.W. took up the tight. This 
pressure of public opinion was too much for the legislature 
and the ill-conceived bill was thrown out. After this, the 
League became conscious of the political weight it carried 
in its ranks, and used this as an argument to persuade peo-
ple to join the ranks or an organization that coUld really 
accomplish things tor them. 
In 1889 the Supreme Court of Indiana tried the ease 
of a rider who hurt a pedestrian on the sidewalk. The court 
tound him guilty, saying ttif sidewalks are exclusively tor 
the use ot footmen, then bicycles, if they a.re vehicles. 
must not be ridden along them ••• we think a bicycle must be 
regarded as a vehicle within the meaning of the law."6 All-
though the rider lost the decision, it really was a vic-
tory for the wheelm.en. As the bicycle came into wider use, 
state after state recognized it as a legal vehicle and 
passed laws giving it tull rights on the roads. In 1895 a 
writer pointed out that the bicycle was no longer a toy but 
was a very important cog in our transportation system. ttThe 
bicyclist is a new element, which has created a new condi-
tion of things which must be recognized and provided for, 
and is destined sooner or later to have its interest con-




pamphlets came out that showed the legal progress ot the 
bicycle and made it evident that the bicycle had at last 
gained its goal: recognition by the law of its equal right 
with other vehicles to share the highways of the country. 
With this recognition came the Law of the Road intended tor 
all bicycle riders. The rules were very similar to those in 
effect for automobiles today. Riders had to keep to the 
right, pass on the left, use arm signals when turning, and 
travel at a moderate pace. 
(6) One other striking advantage enjoyed by all members 
who paid their dollar was the right to ride on good public 
roads made possible by their tee and the untiring efforts 
of the L.A.W. Ot all the work carried on by the League, its 
attempt to bring about a better road system, through educat-
ing the public to the real need, was by tar the most impor-
tant. We shall study the good roads movement in detail 
later, but here, in order to round out the picture ot the 
Leaguets activities, I should like to briefly sketch some 
of its work in this tield. At the tirst meeting or the 
League it was suggested that all members be instructed to 
work hard tor better roads in the United States. Various 
eonnnittees were organized to carry on this work, the most im-
portant ot the~e was the National Committee on the Improve-
ment of Highways appointed in 1889. A pamphlet nThe Gospel 
of Good Roads 11 was issued and 20,000 copies distributed. 
• 
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Under the leadership or Isaac B. Potter ot New York, the 
matter of good roads was kept constantly in the publie eye. 
The fight was carried on in the Bicycling World,~ Roads, 
L.A.W. Bulletin, Wheelman, and various other books, maga-
zines and pamphlets. In 1891 the Carriage Builders' Nation-
al Association held a meeting in which the chairman of the . 
Highway Improvement Committee said: 
"Perhaps the most ettective, certainly the most system-
atic work done so tar bas been that of the L.A.W., 
consisting now of nearly 20,000 active, young and mid-
dle-aged men, well organized in a national body with 
its state divisions ••• and it is to no small extent due 
to them that within the year past this matter of roads 
has received the unqualified public indorsement or 
very many of the most prominent men in the country, 
that it has had the attention of ten or twelve of our 
State Governors in their annual messages, and that in 
nearly as many states new bills have been presente~ 
intended to provide practical forms and remedies.n 
That the movement was gaining real power by 1891 can be 
easily seen. The League continued to exert all its energies 
in this field; through the 'nineties they bore fruit in the 
many hard-surfaoed roads constructed. With the coming of 
the automobile, the League joined in a concerted effort with 
the advocates of this new vehicle. Our modern roads bear· 
witness to the success of this movement which originated in 
the first L.A.W. meeting in 1880. 
With so many promises contained in an honest program, 
the League grew fa$t. In 1881 there were one hundred clubs 
organized under the L.A.W. In 1884 a bicycle club was or-
ganized in New York, under the guidance of the L.A.W., to 
f 
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teach Wall Street bankers to ride. Thirty uniformed masters 
were in attendanoe at all times. In 1887 a tair estimate 
of the number of cyclists in the country was 100,000. 
"From the Kennebec River to the Sacramento, from Buf-
falo to Crescent City, the thread-like tracks ot 
their bicycles are plainly visible. Every town of 
importance now has its amateur club ••• ; and every 
year is signalized with meets and tournaments, ex-
hibitions and tours, ot throngs of enthusiastic vo-
taries or the wheel. Over all the local clubs pre-
sides a great association entitled the L.A.W., having 
an active membership or 10,000. An organization 
which now has come into prominence is the Cyclists' 
Touring Club •••• This club has a united membership of 
J0,000 (in England and the United States), and f8 
the largest athletic institution in the world." 
Membership increased at this fast pace until the panic ot 
1893 when there was a definite falling-ofr of membership ap-
plications. But by 1896 the membership had passed its mark 
of 1892 and was off to a new record. As late as 1904, which 
is after the period oovered by this work, the L.A.w. was 
still going strong. In that year it organized a huge na-
tional mass meeting of cyel1sts in Boston. It was estimated 
that 5,000 of them heard Genera1·Nelson A. Miles give a talk 
and then paraded through the streets ot Boston. 
THE CLUB MOVEMENT 
That the League of ..American Wheelmen did a remarkably 
good job ot popularizing the bicycle movement is shown by 
the rapid growth of local clubs which were usually modeled 
after the large national organization. True, local clubs 




in the country was associated with its state board of the 
L.A.W. and so was a part of the whole large fraternity. The 
first club to be organized in .America was the Boston Bicycle 
Club. This organization was started February 11, 1878, by 
fourteen men whose stated purpose was to enjoy good fellow-
ship on wheels and to promote the use of the bicycle as a 
practical vehicle. The official uniform was a 
"Gray jacket ot short reeter pattern ••• , shirt of gray 
flannel ••• , with two or more breast pockets, to be 
worn with a black necktie; breeches ot Bedtord cord 
to button around the leg just below the knee; stockings 
or dark blue wool; yellow gaiters; blue Glengarry 
Scotch cap with small visor in tront, and the club 
monogram in silVff in the centre of the ribbon on the 
left hand side." 
In 1881 the tirst club was started in New York under the name 
or the Harlem Wheelm.en. Their uniform. was dark green with 
a black trim, and blaek shoes and stockings were worn. By 
1884 this club movement had progressed to a remarkable de-
gree. Every town was clamoring for a local club of wheelmen 
and the L.A.W. was busy organizing them all under its pro-
tective wing. On just one day, July 4, 1884, there was a 
meet on Boston Common attended by thousands ot spectators; a 
parade of seventy cyclists was held in Portsmouth, New Hamp-
shire; the first run ot the Kishwauk:ee Bicycle Club of Syra-
cuse, Illinois, was held; races tor the Georgia championship 
took plaoe at Columbus; and medal runs were going on in Salt 
Lake City. The bicycle was no longer restricted to the 
1tThe LeE.i.gue Meet At Chicagci 1', Wheelrr.nn, ~~oven:'ber, 
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eastern seaboard, and its activities were involving all types 
of social and physical activity. 
The club "run" was a very popular part ot the club pro-
gram. At least once a week all the members got togethe~ and 
went out tor a spin. On the road strict discipline was 
kept; the riders kept their steeds in strict military order, 
and mounted and dismounted to the club bugle. Before start-
ing the run, a general "oiling-uptt was carried on. And on 
the return from a run, the bicycles ba.d to be carefully 
cleaned and put in their places in the club room. Century 
runs, one hundred mile runs, were ve~y popular in all these 
clubs; on these long treks the discipline was relaxed and 
riders went along in single tile or in pairs. There was a 
very aotive social program carried on in these early clubs, 
too, centering about the lavishly-decorated club room. In 
New York some ot the rooms were decorated in the current 
Victorian style with its huge mirrors, stift-looking furni-
ture, gilt-edged pictures on the wall, and bric-a-brac in 
every oonoeivable place. These rooms were the soenes of 
stags after the runs, teas on Sunday afternoon, and often 
dinners and dances were held tor the members and their triends. 
Inter-club rivalry was developed and carried on by means or 
competitive drills, races, meetst and tournaments. For these 
meets every member dressed in his uniform and a prize was 
usually given tor the best-looking as well as tor the best-
• 
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performing club. After the meet the rival club was invited 
into the club room and a pleasant social attair was enjoyed 
by all. 
In this first period women were excluded from partici-
pation in the club lite because they could not ride the high 
wheel. With the coming of the safety, however, their in-
terest was aroused in the club lite also. We have seen that 
Mrs. W. E. Smith of Washington was the first woman to ride 
in that city. She started a woman's club there in 1888. 
Members were slow in coming, but by 1892 her club was 
tlourishing and others had started in neighboring cities. 
Society women in New York were slow to accept the wheel; it 
was 1894 before the first socially acceptable lady rode in 
New York, and that was on her physician's advice.· Again, 
as in 1869, it was Paris that gave the bicycle its popularity; 
it was ridden by all the high society ladies in France's 
capital during the .'nineties. News ot this came to New York, 
Boston, and Newport and soon our social leaders were copying 
the latest tashion • 
In 1894 many of the old clubs changed their constitutions 
to allow women full membership privileges. In the summer ot 
1894 the Michaux Club was started'in Newport, Rhode Island, 
and immediately limited its membership to sooiety*s "400n 
and their families. During that summer the Jays, Beecbmans, 





families joined. During the winter activity lessened, but 
was soon renewed in the summer of 1895. Schools to instruct 
in the use of the oyole were started in Newport, Bar Harbor, 
and Southampton. With the advent ot winter came a demand 
for indoor riding. The Michaux Club bought an armory in 
New York and fixed it up with club rooms, dressing rooms, and 
a huge arena for riding. Several meetings were held each 
week. "At these meetings a band played, tea and refreshments 
were served, and sooiety gathered in full force to ride or 
wateh its friends ride--sometimes in graceful eotillon 
figures, and, shall it be said, to also see, with pleasurable 
excitement, same of the more inexperienced riders tumble 
with a crash, but fortunately with no serious results."12 
One reason riding was so popular was that it served to 
neutralize the excessive eating or the gourmets ot society. 
Young society belles loved to do the Virginia Reel on their 
cycles while their mothers looked on with a proud smile. 
In the spring road runs were carried out. Rides were 
taken to Claremont, the country club in Westchester, and 
often a hundred cyclists would run down to Coney Island for 
the day. In 1897 the New York .Athletic Club had the largest 
membership in the city, a total of 4,000 members. Their 
club was the Mercury-toot Wheeling Club; and while it was 
not as highly rated in the sooial columns as the Michsux, it 




enjoyed two club houses also--one in New York and one on 
Long Island--between which tours and social events were ar• 
ranged. 
The year 1897 marked the height ot the bicycle-club 
movement. The automobile slowly captured the interest or so-
ciety in 1898, 1899. By 1900 runs were being taken in the 
new horseless-carriages, and this vehicle had replaced the 
bicycle as a favorite topic of oonversation. The bicycle 
club flourished in colleges long after it went out of favor 
in society. The reason for this was that college adminis-
trators much preferred to have the students on bicycles than 
on the dangerous automobiles and so encouraged bicycle club 
to.rm.ation. Wellesley had a well organized bicycle club in 
1898 that continued for many years. It gave very keen com-
petition to the rowing club which was the most popular in 
the school. 
RACING 
A very i.Jllportant work carried on by the L.A.W. was the 
regulation ot the bieycle racing and racers in this country. 
In its original constitution we found an interest exhibited 
in amateur racers and their status, and this interest was 
maintained throughout the League's existence. Early in 1881 
a Racing Board was set up by the L.A.W. which controlled the 
racing meets held every fall. It did everything possible to 
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encourage elean sportsmanship and to weed out the profession-
als from the amateur ranks. In the middle •eighties a 
special class was established for professional racers as 
distinguished from those who had never raced for a purse. 
Manutaeturers encouraged racing by putting up prizes and 
cups tor winning various events. Otten the winner of a race 
was hired by a company to race their bicycle in professional 
competition. High wages were paid to exceptionally fast men, 
and many willingly gave up their amateur standing to earn a 
professional salary. The Wheelman tor November 1883 con-
tained a picture of the prize the Pope Manufacturing Company 
was offering to the outstanding amateur bicycler in the 
country. He had to do twenty miles in less than one hour 
or win the twenty-mile raee held by the L •. A. W. three times. 
The prize was in the shape ot a horn with two dragon's teet 
on the bottom. A bicycle race was carved around the top, 
and the whole was surmounted by a wheel with wings on either 
side. 
The first mile race held on a high bicycle in this coun-
try took place in 1878. It was won by w. R. Pitman of New 
York in the time of three minutes and fifty-seven seconds. 
As the League took over racing, it divided the whole field 
into amateurs and professionals. In each of these classes 
the events consisted of various distances up to one hundred 
miles trom a standing or a flying start, paced or unpaced, 
.. 
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on a bicycle,· tandem, triplet, quadruplet, and quintuplet--
these latter three came into vogue in the middle 'nineties 
and were carried on more for the amusement ot the spectators 
than anything else. By 1887 the racing records had come 
down by reason of improved equipment: 
1 mile -- 2 minutes, 29 4/5 seconds 
50 miles -- 2 hours, 33 minutes, 54 seconds 
by Frank Ives, Connecticut 
100 miles -- 6 hours, 1 minute, 15 seconds 13 by S.G. Whittaker, New York 
In 1892 Howard Raymond became president of the Racing 
Board and started a firm policy ot separation ot the ama-
teurs from _the "makers' amateurs" who were secretly paid to 
ride by manutaoturers. This type of racer soon had to be 
recognized however, and the L.A.W. created a Class B that 
was to include all "makers• amateurs." There was a lot ot 
criticism directed against the League for this action; it 
was said they were truckling to manufacturers and giving up 
their honest stand tor clean sports. The manufacturers. 
then as now, attempted to run all sports to suit them and 
their trade, and the public justly resented it. By 1896 the 
manufacturers-were tired of the expense of supportill8 so 
many riders, the public's cry against them was louder than 
~verso the League yielded and ruled out the Class B. New 
laws were passed to keep amateurs within one hundred miles 





raees. It was at this time that the professionals organized 
their own races; soon the Six-Day Race held in New York each 
year became the outstanding professional event in the coun-
try. The _satety bicycle made a great improvement in racing 
times: in 1895 E. C. Bald won the competitive mile in l 
minutet 55 1/5 seconds. And the paced mile was won by E. F. 
Leonert in 1 minute, 35 seconds. 
In 1896 the first intercollegiate bicycle race was held . 
on Manhattan Beach,.May 27. The event was held on a cement 
track with banked corners. May 27 proved to be too oold 
for the riders, so in 1897 the event was moved up to June 5. 
Columbia won in 1896 and 1897, beating Yale, Harvard, Uni~ 
versity of Pennsylvania, Princeton, Swarthmore, Cornell, and -
Illinois. 
At the end of the era we are studying the League was 
still in command of the amateur racing in this country. 
Despite frequent attacks on its policies, it did a good Job 
of supervision. The final word on an amateur's status was 
determined in the L.A.W. Assembly held each year, and no 
amateur was qualified until he had passed under the observa-
tion of this eritical group. 
MILITARY USE 
By 1890 the bicycle had become suoh an important part 
ot modern transportation that experiments were started with 
the aim of adopting it for the use of the army. By 1889 
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bicycles were being used in the French and German armies 
for dispatch riders. In that same year England tried out a 
multi-cycle ammunition carrier which was an ammunition cais-
son with a long wagon tongue attached. Bicycles were at-
tached to each side of the tongue, and t~n or twelve riders 
pulled the load. Little success was had with this, and the 
idea was soon given up. England also equipped a company 
with safety bicycles to tight enemy cavalry. The soldier's 
plan of attack was to get down on the growid, turn his 
bicycle upside down, get down behind it and set "his wheels 
to spinning round with a touoh ot his finger. Such a 
fenee ••• torms an obstacle which few horses, if any, would 
face; and the men inside, in perfect security, can pick ott 
the advancing horsemen."14 
In the United States the bicycle was first adopted by 
the National Guard of Connecticut in 1891. In 1892 experi-
ments were carried on in the regular army by General Miles. 
On May 18, 1892, he sent a message by L.A.W. cyclers from 
Chicago to New York; this distance of 975 miles was covered 
in four days and thirteen hours through severe rains. 'En-
couraged by this, Miles had a company ot his men fully 
equipped with bicycles in 189J. In the Scientific American 
he reported a march made by this company on bicycles from 
Pullman to Chicago, a distance ot fifteen miles. The company 
made it in the marching time ot one hour and twenty-five 
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minutes, and the usual time required was five hours. Miles 
asked the commanding officer how the men stood the trip and 
he was told they were "very little fatigued, and would have 
turned a~ound and gone back over the ground again with 
pleasure.tt15 In 1895 New York's Seventh Regiment organized 
a bicycle corps w~ich held its first drill on March 13. An 
armory was used for training grounds, and the men wheeled 
about in formation to the commands ot the officer in charge. 
1896 saw the organization ot the United States Mili-
tary Wheelm.en as an addition to the National Guard. Colonel 
Rice was elected the first president and immediately started 
an active program of training men to use the wheel in war. 
In c,ooperation w1 th the a.r.myt a efforts, A. A.· Pope made a 
special bicycle tor the army in 1896. One type had a Colt•s 
machine gun attached to the handle bars. Another type was 
a tandem which had two rifles, two colt revolvers. two 
blankets, two coats, and a set of signal flags as a regular 
part of its equipment. 
There was great excitement about the use of bicycles 
in the Spanish-American War, but the character of the land 
in Cuba prevented their use and they were somewhat discredited. 
A folding bicycle was patented in 1900 by Durseley and Peder-
sen. The trame was collapsible and was fitted with straps 
to fasten it to a soldier•s back. The trouble with these bi-
cycles was that they usually collapsed at the wrong time. 
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The United States .Army soon tired of the bicycle and gave it 
up as an adjunct"to war by 1905. However in Francet Germany 
and Italy bicycles were used in the first year of the World 
War, and England had an army of 2000 bicyclists organized as 
a mobile unit to defend London in case ot attack. 
TOURING 
There is one more phase of organized bicycling that 
must be considered before we leave tbia topic and that is 
touring. Organized tours were carried on by a group, or by 
a single individual representing a group or concern. We 
have seen that the social clubs organized century runs. day 
trips to Coney Island and Long Island, and short runs be-
tween club houses; this activity was one ot the important 
functions of the clubs and afforded a great deal of pleasure 
to the members. The favorite time ot the year tor tours was 
the spring and fall, with Jun~ and Ootober leading in popu-
larity. The New England states were the favorite places for 
long group tours, and elubs eould obtain a complete itinera-
ry from the road books issued by the L.A.W. Outing also 
issued naps and complete information on routes, hotels, and 
roads to all its subscribers. Thus a group could start out 
and not have to worry about tood or shelter since they wouJ.d 
stop at an approved L.A.W. hotel each night. This type or 




accounts were given ot club tours through allot Europe in 
which the participants followed a rout~ all planned in ad-
vance and stayed at approved hotels. This whole plan was. 
the direct forerunner of the Youth Hostel movement which to-
day conducts bicycle tours through the United States and 
Europe at very reasonable rates for students and organized 
club members. 
The most romantic episodes in the organized tours were 
those carried out by individual tourists who went on their 
tours in the interest of some advertising scheme, or in the 
pay ot a magazine striving to increa~e its circulation. One 
ot the first of these touring riders was Karl Kron who rode 
all around the United States on his high wheel. He kept a 
journal of his experiences as he rode, and in 1887 had it 
published under the title ot ~ Thousand Miles .Q!! !: Bicycle. 
He was evidently a much better rider than writer, for his 
book was dull and not received very well. He soon dropped 
out of the bicycle soene to be replaced by more glamorous 
figures. 
In 1883 a young Californian, Tom Stevens, decided that-
he would tour the world on a bicycle; he had heard stories 
ot the wonders ot Eu.rope and Asia, and concluded that the 
ideal way to view them would be trom the seat of a high bi-
cycle. Although he had never ridden a bieyele, he soon mas-
tered the art and set out. He left San Francisco in April, 
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1883, and rode to Boston which he reached in August. Here 
his tunds ran out; he looked about for a tinanoial backer, 
and rinally persuaded Colonel Pope to back him. He was to 
ride .an Expert Columbia and receive financial aid; in return 
ror this he was to advertise the Columbia to all the world. 
He was also hired by Outin5 as its special correspondent to 
send back a complete journal of his activities and the things 
he saw. He rode through Europe, then into Asia where he 
travelled through the Holy Land, Persia, India, China, a.Ild 
Japan. He sent back accounts of bis travels and adventures, 
which were many and varied, an~ Outing increased its circu-
lation to a large degree because of the number of people 
following his journal. He was called ttThe Knight of the 
Nineteenth Century," and a poem was written ot his deeds: 
"Sir Stevens ot the Wheel! 
Thy valorous deeds will wake the ancient lyre, 
Ten thousand maiden hearts to love inspire, 
Who, dreaming day and night. 
Will see the silver light, 
Streaming in danger lands behind thy tire. 
God speed thee, noble knight! 
I pray thy safe return from wild, weird lands; 
From oold, grim mountains, and the desert sands. 
Calm is the Golden Gate, 
Where we thy entrance wait, 
To deok thy steed and thee with metal r~nds.tt 
--L. Shuey 
He finally returned to San Francisco in January 1887, having 
covered 20,000 miles on his travels through three continents. 
He was given a great ovation and hailed as a hero by all the 
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loyal devotees of the wheel. His return was the .signal tor 
a great outpouring of literature on the role of the bicycle 
in modern American lite. Stevens capitalized on his tame 
by lecturing and writing, and then in a few years retired to 
his quiet home. 
Inspired by Stevens, several other daring riders made 
or attempted to make the trip around the world. In June, 
1890, two young men, w. Saektteben of Alton, Illinois, and 
T. Allen of Ferguson, Missouri, started from St. Louis to 
follow Steven's path. They toured England, Europe, and Asia, 
returning to San Francisco on December 9, 1892. They were 
acclaimed on their arrival, but the novelty had worn off and 
they were soon forgotten • 
.Another admirer of Tom Stevens was Frank G. Lenz of 
New York. In 1892 he planned a tour of the world, having re-
ceived the promises of Outing and the Overman Wheel Company 
to back him. In May he went to Massachusetts to supervise 
the making or his Victor wheel, and on July 4 he started out 
for San Francisco. He travelled through China, Burmah, 
India, Persia, and reached Turkey in June, 1894. While on 
his way to the Mediterranean Sea, he was murdered by Kurd 
bandits in a lonely section ot Turkey sometime in July. In-
tormation that he was missing reached Outing in August and 
immediately all efforts were put forth to find his whereabouts. 





the murderers by tracing down reports ot certain villagers 
using parts of a bicycle in their homes. He caught one of 
the men when he noticed his saddle girth was made of a 
piece of bicycle tire; this man involved tour others who 
were also brought to justice. Outing got Secretary Olney to 
investigate the affair; atter much correspondence, the 
Turkish Government paid an indemnity to Lenz's mother • 
. This case was the leading topic in most conversations 
ot the fall of 1894, and magazines and papers carrying ac-
counts of it were eagerly bought. This was the last well-
known tour of the world on a bicycle in this era. Companies 
were not willing to put up money for an advertising scheme 
which they thought the public had had enough of; and foreign 
countries were not willing to grant passports to such tour-
ists because of all the trouble over the Lenz affair. 
In all this organized bicycle activity we have seen 
that the League of American Wheelmen was not only the first 
and foremost national organization, but it was the guiding 
spirit ot all the state and local organizations in their at-
tempts to obtain legal recognition for the bicycle and in-
crease the enjoyment of all the devotees of the sport. It 
encouraged and taoilitated group activity with the wheel as 
the center of interest, performed a great service in eduoat-
ing the public to the necessity of good hard roads, and 





promote the general interests of.bicycling, to ascertain, 
defend, and protect the rights of wheel.men, and to encourage 
and facilitate touring."17 
1Harpers Weekly, Vol. LXIII, 1881, p.286. 
2Harpers Weeklz , Vol. LXIII, 1881,. p.285. 
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SOCIAL .AND ECONOMIC INFLUENCE 
USES 
An event or a factor in history which leaves a large 
imprint on the social scene must be widely accepted and used 
by the members of society living in its era. The bicycle 
was such a taotor in the social scene of the late 'eighties 
and the decade of the 'nineties in the United States. As 
one writer said in 1895: 
"Wherever one travels in the country ••• the omnipresent 
bicycle is found. On country roads, the woman school 
teacher is met riding home from the district school; 
in manufacturing places the artisan is seen ••• going on 
his wheel to and from work. In road houses and in 
some stores special provision is made for the care ot 
bicycles. Men go to their business on them, and it is 
at last proved that a new mode of everyday, practical 
locomotion has been develop,d •••• The lowering of the 
price of bicycles and the possibility of procuring 
cheap ones second hand has imparted to the bicycle a 
most important element in making it the vehicle of the 
workman as well as the rich.ffl 
The "safety" was the important factor in bringing the 
bicyele into general use. Before 1890 the high bicycle and 
the tricycle were'the only velocipedes available, and they 
were limited in their use to the adventuresome young men who 
dared to mount the sixty-inch high wheel, and to those few 
men and women who were content to amble slowly along working 
the various pedals and levers of the cl\llllsy tricycle. But 
with the advent of the ttsafety11 the practical applications 





in the periodicals of the day were quiek to catch the so-
cial significance or the bicycle and comment upon it. One 
such commentator, in expressing his views, said that this 
vehicle was the culmination of man's search tor a thousand 
years; at last he had "tound the means of self-propulsion. 
ttThe winged sandals of Mercury are his henceforward. We have 
become a race of Mercurys, in fact, and the joy which is felt 
over the new power amounts to a passion." The human race 
will never abandon this power which is "the most revolution-
ary social and economic :force of' recent tim.es." He went on 
to say tllat the bicycle's influence was steadily growing 
and soon it would be put out in such quantities as to be 
available to all classes. In tact, by 1896 the traffic 
problem had become so acute in New York that there was ttseri-
ous talk of an elevated roadway for bicycles." As a result 
ot the great changes it has wrought, we must "look upon the 
bicycle as a permanent ractor, and upon its sociological and 
economic effects not as temporary disturbances but as the 
manifestations of a new order ot things.tt2 
Bicycles were used in a variety ot ways by all classes 
ot people. Doctors realized the possibilities of the new 
vehicle and used them in the cities to visit their patients. 
Clergymen soon overcame their rirst aversion to them and be-
gan to visit their parishioners on a wheel. Travelling 





The street-cleaning departments in several cities mounted 
their inspectors on bicycles. Merchants used the handy 
wheel to travel about the eity and look for bargains. Some 
police departments adopted them, "it for nothing else than 
tor the power of overtaking erring bicyclists."3 Stores 
used delivery wagons with a three-wheeled satety bicycle 
arrangement which the delivery boy could easily pedal. We 
have already seen that the army considered the bicycle use-
ful enough to give it a trial as a regular part of its 
equipment. 
One of the most interesting uses of the bicycle was tor 
commuting to and f'rom work. It was used in this way by 
professional men, business me~, and teachers. ·Later in the 
'nineties, when the price went down, ordinary worlanen used 
it for transportation • .Men could live in the suburbs ot 
the large cities and use the bicycle as a cheap means of 
transportation. It was pointed out in an issue ot Wheelman 
(December, 1882) that it cost $93.60 a year to commute to 
and trom a suburb to work; this was enough to buy a good 
bioyele. Students attending sohool in a city could board 
in the suburbs, ride a bicycle to school, and save money, 
besides getting some much-needed exercise. Lawyers used 
the wheel also. One writer, expressing his advice to this 
profession, said: ttit you are a lawyer, buy a bicycle; your 







It became quite the fashion for the New York business man 
from 1894 to about 1899 to ride his bicycle to business. 
A poem ot an earlier day seems to fit those five years very 
well, and also expresses some of the hurry and bustle that 
was America in its Gilded Age. 
ttAway trom. the office and desk at last 
The business-haunted room, 
The roar of a o1ty, hurrying past, 
The heat, the worry, the gloom. 
To the glorious red of the sunset sky, 
The sweet, cold wine of the air, 
On the frozen road, my wheel and I, 
A dirty, rusty pairZ"5 
With the realization of society's adaptation of the bicycle, 
one writer found cause ·to say that bicycling was no longer 
tta mere fashion that may fall into disuse and give way to a 
new one. It is a wholesome and inspiring exercise, and bas 
proved of practical value as a means ot rapid locomotion. ••6 
With the bicycle coming into such general use, there 
was a demand tor information on how to dress for the occasion, 
how to ride, how to keep and repair the wheel, and in gen-
eral how to use this new and fascinating vehiole. Books 
were written on the subject giving detailed instructions in 
all matters pertaining to the wheel. One of the most inter-
esting of these was L. H. Porter•s Cyolins For Health~ 
Pleasure, published in 1895. In this he gave illustrated ad-
vice on all details including mounting, riding, use of brakes, 






1887 listed the average cost of a bicycle and a complete 
outfit: 
Bicycle 
Lamp, bell & cyclometer 
Costume 




One of the advantages claimed for the bicycle was that a 
complete outfit was much oheaper than a good horse, and once 
bought, "the running expense is small compared w1 th that of 
feeding and grooming a horse, especially if the latter must 
always present a good appearance. And there is, in fact, 
no substitute for horseback-riding, so satisfactory and so 
economical, as bicycling."7 
.Elaborate manuals were issued by manufaeturing companies, 
and the current magazines of the day carried many articles 
written by kind souls tor the welfare of the American pub-
lic. A writer in Forum in 1896 stressed three different po-
sitions that were in use: "the upright, the curved, and 
the bent. n The· "upright" is the one seen today and is the 
most natural and the best of the three. His description of 
the ttcurvedn posture is excellent: "the baok is curved, 
and the spine forms a somewhat aoute angle with the saddle; 
the head hangs forward; the shoulders fall forward and in-
ward; and a great part ot the weight of the body is carried 
over the handle bar.fl This was a much faster way to ride 
and adherents of this p.osture were called "scorchers. 11 
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However it compressed the lungs and impeded circulation in 
the lower limbs. Besides this unhealth1'ul effect, the rider 
was much more likely to be thrown trom the bicycle and land 
on his head "which may cost him his life, or lead to a bad 
fracture, not to speak ot the loss ot nearly all grace in 
attitude and movement."8 The ttbent" position is that which 
is still used by racers and was equally as bad as the ttcurved." 
Falling was one of the real problems to be faced by 
all beginners, and as such was considered by this same 
author. 
"EVerT beginner will tall frequently, and it is as 
necessary to learn to tall in the right way as to ride 
properly. The first rule tor a beginner is, there-
fore, to ride slowly until he has mastered the diffi-
culties of equilibration. Next, in falling, he 
should never let go his hold on the handle bar, but 
direct the wheel as best he can; and he should if 
possibl~, give the machine time to slow up before he 
talls."':I 
WOMEN AND THE BICYCLE 
Despite all the warnings and involved instructions, 
the bicycle continued to grow 1n favor after 1890. The 
nsafetyff was more eagerly accepted by the women than by the 
men because it meant a new freedom tor them.. In 1882 tri-
oyoles were used by ladies who wanted to get exercise and 
see the countryside. One writer giving advice said: "The 
best possible machine (for ladies} is a Sociable, always pro-
vided they can get a companion, who should preferably be a 
• 
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male cyclist. In this way the lady learns with ease, she 
is provided with a suitable escort; and, if anything goes 
wrong, she has assistance at hana.ulO By 1885 the tricycle 
was advocated as being good for health, strength, and 
beauty, as well as locomotion. It was predicted that "the 
time is not tar ott when a large number of the 1 blessed, 
busy women who support themselves' will adopt the tricycle 
tor daily service.nll With the invention of the "safetytt 
and its large sale atter 1890, this prophecy was borne out. 
The bicycle forms a very important link between the 
women of the nineteenth and the women ot the twentieth 
century. At last woman was given an instrument with which 
she could perform on equal terms with men. I cannot 
stress enough the importance this vehicle had in emancipat-
ing women rrom their traditional mouse-like role in society 
and projecting them on the national scene. Never before 
had anything taken them away so completely from an over-
zealous attention to the home and the local sewing oircle • 
The horse took the upper-olass lady out into the fresh air, 
but it took the bicycle to make the middle-class woman con-
scious of the benefits ot fresh air and sunshine. The bi-
oycle also made wanen conscious of the tact that they had a 
body which was capable of being made as strong as that of a 
man's. When Mrs. Smith12 made her historic pioneering ride 




Washington. Yet in a tew years, 1894, it was ridden by 
one ot the tt4QOtt ot New York. During those six years a 
great change came into the lives ot many women. Retorm was 
in the air, and it was expressed in clothing, attitude 
toward politics, work, and the home. Women were on the move 
to a different lite and many hastened the movement on the 
two wheels ot the "safety" bicycle. 
Writers in current magazines began to recognize the 
great change being wrought in our social scene; countless 
articles appeared on the bicycle and its relation to women. 
One magazine reported that the "fair sex has done its share 
to bring about such desirable, healthful, and generally 
beneficial results (getting people to exercise and enjoy the 
fresh air). The bicycle did much in this country to tirst 
take women out into the fresh air and the safety should be 
held in reverence for this, it tor nothing else.n13 The 
spring and autumn months were the great favorites with all 
cyclists, especially the spring since so tew roads were pass-
able during the winter. Women olaimed that nothing was so 
invigorating as a spin over the roads in the spring, and 
the tthealthy glow and stimulated energies bring new life 
and enthusiasm to the house-moth so long cooped up by the 
winter. The lungs drink: in the pure air and the heart pumps 
fresh red blood through the veins with new exhilaration.n14 
A large amount of opposition to women's using the 
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bicycle arose a.long physical, moral, and health lines. The 
Woman's Rescue League in Washington declared that "within 
15 ten years all female cyclists will be. invalids.~ and in 
the meantime the temptations of the road were daily swell-
ing the class of outcast women. Manufacturers of competing 
products and owners of establishments that had enjoyed the 
favor of the public before the advent ot cycling, issued 
blasts against the unwomanly and brazen attempts of .American 
women who were attempting to -rree themselves from all so-
cial conventions. These attacks were carried on most strong-
ly by livery stable owners and by manuf"acturers ot luxuries 
that were riot selling well because ot bicycle competition. 
Strong-voiced defenders of woman and her attempt to emanci-
pate herself from old restrictions were heard from, too. 
One such det'ender claimed that the "occasional denuneiation 
of the pastime as unwomanly is fortunately lost in the gen-
eral approval that a new and wholesome recreation has been 
found, whose pursuit adds joy and vigor to the dowry ot' the 
race.n16 
CLOTHING REFORM 
The most inportant refo:rm brought ~bout by the bicycle 
in its erfect on women was that of dress reform. Here is a 
field in which the wheel made a deep and lasting impression 






long skirt to ride the tricycle. Sometimes a dress would 
insist on immodestly coming up too high wit~ the motion ot 
pedaling, but this was easily remedied by putting lead shot 
into the dress hems. The large, wide-brimmed hat had to be 
discarded in favor of one that wou.ld catch less wind as the 
tair rider want speeding along. 
The invention of the "safety" was the turning point in 
this movement of dress reform as it was in so many other 
fields. The long skirt waa naturally used by the first de-
votees of the "safety" but they .found that it was continual-
ly being caught in the chain. Men could use steel bands to 
keep their trousers out of the chain, but what were women 
to do? The long skirt was definitely an impossibility and 
it had to go. The skirts were shortened and tightened. In 
1893 some women were so daring as to use bloomers, which 
were described as a U-Wide, bifurcated garment extending from 
the waist to the knee. This garment, combined with a waist 
and leggings, forms a neat, practical dress tor the woman 
r1der.n17 Bloomers were ridiculed and called immodest by 
many at first, but both men and women wrote in their defense. 
It was pointed out that they were as decent as men's trousers 
and besides women wore much less when they went swimming. 
Pioneers in the field, such as Lady Henry Somerset and 
Frances Willard, kept the issue before the public and gradu-
ally they came to be accepted. Writers urged the use of 
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comm.on sense in solving this problem; many women carried a 
skirt with them that could be fastened on after the ride. 
The bloomers were soon called knickerbockers, as this 
sounded more gentile. An amusing poem ot the day describes 
one of the belles of the 'nineties dressed in her newly-
acquired garment: 
"She sweeps along so light and gay; 
She traverses each winding way; 
And as she rides she flirts, 
Though she's discarded skirts, 
Because you know sbe•s built that way. 
When clothed in fin de siecle dresst 
She's pretty as a picture, I'll oontess; 
And though same ancient tabbies scorn her, 
Khiekerbockers they adorn.her; 18 She is up to date, be sure - no less." 
Riverside Drive in New York was a popular place to show 
oft the newest fashions. As early as 1894 one might see 
every day on Riverside Drive, or on the Boulevard, or even 
in Central Park, many women wearing regulation bicycling 
costumes, with baggy trousers, leggings, and Alpine hats. 
This dress was certainly more becoming to most women than a 
clumsy skirt whioh kept getting tangled in the spokes. 
There was nothing unfeminine about it either; in fact, it 
added to women•s attractiveness while increasing their 
pleasure. 
By 1895 there were several varieties of dress in comm.on 
use by women cyol1sts: a regular skirt or walking le:Q.gth 
was used by a" few. A short skirt that came to the top of a 
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pair ot boots, leggings, or gaiters was popUlar. A detach-
able skirt was worn with knickerbockers underneath; it was 
advisable to use a riding corset with thi~. Divided skirts 
. 
were designed and found innnediate favor. And then, or 
course, bloomers were used. These looked like a pair of 
men•s knickers about six sizes too large. They were worn 
with leggings or long stockings. Sweaters or short jackets 
were worn over a mannish type shirt and collar. Hats varied 
from a beret to a skull cap with a little peak. Usually 
the outfits were in a plain color, but many co-eds went in 
for loud checks or stripes. 
A writer in Scribners doubted whether ttanything has 
happened to the human race since the first locomotive drew 
the rirst train of cars that will affect it so materially as 
the bicycle." It gave women freedom of dress, "for which 
reformers have been sighing for generations,n within two 
years. Of course, he says, the "bicycle has not put many 
women into trousers--nothing will do that in this country--
but it has given all women practical liberty to wear trousers 
it they want to, and indeed, to get them.selves into any sort 
of decent raiment which they find convenient ••• tt19 The dress 
reform wa~ brought about very quickly, by reason of necessity. 
The bicycle was in vogue, women wanted to ride and could not 
with a long skirt, so the dress designers had to meet public 
demand with a reformed garment. Not only was this a reform 
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in outer clothing, but the women had to discard the tight 
stays and corsets, that were compressing their waists into 
as small a cireumterence as possible, in favor of a loose-
fitting, more comfortable dress. It was impossible to ride 
a bicycle any distance with tight-fitting clothes without 
extreme discomfort. As soon as women realized the real need 
tor a reformed type of dress for bicycling they quickly 
adopted it and spread the reform to other activities. 
"What years of eloquent preaching from the platforms 
ot women's suffrage failed to do, the necessities of 
this wheel have in a tew months brought into pract-
bical use •••• The woman who dons her knickerbockers 
and her gaiters and spins out into the open country 
••• will become mistress ot herselr ••• no longer a 
viotim to hysterics, no longer seeking for unhealthy 
excitement, a ratio~al, useful being restored to 
health and sanity." 
No one seemed to object greatly to this much-needed re-
form in the field of women's dress but Boston; but then 
Boston opposed woman's use of the "safety" bicycle ror the 
first four years of the decade of 1890 to 1900. The Boston 
Women's Rescue League reported that nthirty percent of the 
unfortunates who came within the field of this organization's 
work, have at one time or another ot their existence been 
bicycle riders, and therefore wheeling has a demoralizing 
influence on women." 21 However women continued to use the 
shorter skirt and ride their wheels. In the process they 
discovered the comf'orts of short skirts and soon this more 
s:ansible type of dress was used tor walking as well as riding. 
f 
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Near the turn of the century, one writer oornmenting on the 
growing spirit of sensibility in woments clothing, said: 
ffThe sensible woman will wear skirts that fit the pur-
pose and the weather for which they are intended. 
And, nine chances out ot ten, she will do this be-
cause the bicycle has taught her, in a happily force-
ful manner, as no amount of fine theorizing ever could 
have done. the practical beauty and wholesome health-
fulness ot sensible dress reto.rm."22 
HEALTH AND THE WHEEL 
With such truly significant gains having been accam.-
plished in the tield of dress reform, let us see what was 
accomplished, or at least elaimed, in the tield of health 
improvement. During the 1880•s and 1890's there was a real 
need tor some incentive to take people out of the stuffy, 
poorly-ventilated, Victorian homes of the period. Men and 
women, especially the latter, led a too inactive and confined 
existence. There was a need tor something to take them out 
into the fresh air, out into the country from the rapidly-
growing industrial cities. One must rem.ember that this was 
before the time of zoning laws in most cities, and the smoke 
in the air would make modern Pittsburgh seem clean by com-
parison. The bicycle answered this need with a cheap and 
enjoyable means ot transporting one from the unhealthy city 
atmosphere out into "God's Country.n 
The whole subject of the bicycle and health was a fertile 




was given for and against the bicycle as a health-producing 
agent, and in the various articles and announcements made 
we can olearly catch the spirit ot the age. Most doctors 
proclaimed the moderate use of the wheel as a decided health 
advantage; they recommended it especially for business men 
and for ladies who spent too much t-ime in the house. It was 
remarked that open-air musical e·oncerts were being attended 
more frequently by people riding bicycles, thus the bicycle 
rider got health-giving exercise and fresh air at the same 
time as he enjoyed music which was good tor his mind. Doc-
tors expounded on the special benefits derived by women from 
this exercise in an age when very few did any exercising be-
yond that of housework. And 
"Such exercise! Clad in porous wool, the whole body 
is as it were swimming through a sea of oxygen, breath-
ing through every pore. A speed of ten miles per hour 
means augmented atmospheric pressure of three or four 
pounds on the ventral surface and corresponding de-
crease of a tew po1imds below normal pressure on the 
dorsal surface. The whole spinal tract is thus sub-
jected to pneumatic suction and its circulation there-
by stimulated.n23 
This sport was especially adaptable for women because it was 
not too fatiguing, and it was not monotonous tor the female 
mind because one constantly saw new things on a ride. Bicy-
cling took everyone's mind off the daily cares of home and 
business and left it refreshed. The whole nervous system was 
toned up as "the rider must constantly use the senses of hear-
ing, seeing, and feeling in order to avoid collisions. direct 
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his machine, and keep his equilibrium.•24 
The bicycle induoed many people to exercise who never 
before could be induced to participate in sports, horse-
back riding, or any other type of outdoor recreation. The 
very availability of this vehicle in the 'nineties was a 
great factor in its favor; and then the fact that one could 
exercise in his own neighborhood or go tor a long ride it 
he pleased, made it very popular. ' Bicycling was held, by 
one writer, to most closely resemble mountain-climbing as 
an exeroise--
ffboth have a peculiarly exhilarating effect on the 
mind. But bicycling has two patent and very note-
worthy advantages. One is that it enables you to 
breathe air at a normal pressure, and hence is per-
missable for a great number of people for whomDDun-
tain climbing would be hazardous; the other is that 
it is available for pretty nearly everybody. Our 
door yards are not all supplied with mountains, but 
more or le~s passable roads are within reach or 
everyone."' 
Some doctors claimed that this type of exercise s t rengt h-
ened the womb and all the muscles that aided in child birth; 
or course it had to be practiced in moderation. Bicycling 
was claimed to be a cure for anaemia, nervous prostration, 
headaches, insomnia, neuralgia, asthma., dyspepsia, constipa-
tion, and haemorrhoids. Dr. w. S. Stuart of Philadelphia 
wrote a testimonial for the Pope Manufacturing Company in 
Harpers Weekly for June 16, 1894, in which he said that he 
regarded ~the use of the bicycle as a means of physical cul-





The mental exhilaration which accompanies the exercise is 
perhaps equivalent to one-half the benefit derived, and the 
two means combined should, in my opinion, bring about phys-
ical strength and vigorous mind.tt Incidentally, this 
health argument became one of the favorite means of adver-
tising the wheel, and it had a strong effect on the mind of 
the average American who looked upon a doctor with a feeling 
akin to awe. 
Testimonial writing, in the bic1cle era as now, was a 
prominent part ot any book attempting to sell something, 
prove a point, or indoctrinate the public. L. H. Porter, 
in Cycling, makes use of several letters from enthusiastic 
female devotees ot the sport he was describing. One woman 
wrote a letter on the benefits ot wheeling to her and her 
friends. She told ot a friend who was nervous, nwept 
quarts in the month,n and was generally run down. She was 
advised by her doctor to try bicycling. She took his ad-
vice and the writer continues: 
•and I wish I could illustrate this letter with a pic-
ture before and after. Though she ts not yet as strong 
as I (tor I will yield that palm to no one}, she is 
tar beyond the average ·girl. For example, she rode 
thirty miles on a dirt road with me yesterday, and came 
home a little tired; but this morning woke as fresh as 
a daisy and ready tor more. She ories yet sometimes 
(all girls do); but her nerves give her no more trouble; 
she has grown fifteen pounds heavier; is bright and 
jolly, and as enthusiastic a wheel missionary as any-
one ever was or will be.n 
This same writer desoribes the pleasures of a country 
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run: ttfialf a dozen wheels spinning al.ong; the riders all 
overflowing with laughter and good humor, flying down hill, 
more like a bird in feeling than anything else; climbing 
stittisb hills a~d feeling your muscles swelling. On, there 
is nothing like it! Try it and see.tt And then: 
"Men can't conceive what a thing this wheeling is to 
us poor women. How ean a woman be strong and well 
without exercise? Our grandfather's ideas that a 
woman could get all the exercise she wants about the 
house are falset Take making beds for example; is 
not that violent exercise enough for anyone? If you 
want some exercise, arrange your own room. Making a 
bed does not in the least hurt me now, but before I 
rode, it did; it made my back ache and my knees 
26 tremble •••• Now, •.• I can do it without evil effects.n 
It must not be thought that all doctors were in favor 
of the bicycle. Wheeling was harmful for people with heart 
trouble, consumption, and other diseases that demand rest. 
Pregnant women could not ride because a fall might cause a 
miscarriage. Some wrote of the dangers of dust and cold air 
being drawn into the lungs; advice on this matter was to 
keep the mouth closed and breathe through the nose. Another 
danger arose from working up perspiration while riding and 
then catching cold; a bath had to be taken 1:mmediately after-
words and all clothing had to be changed. One of the dangers 
to health was of course the danger from falls or collisions 
while partaking of this r1trivolous" sport. Writers pointed 
out that these accidents or falls occurred on the streets of 
populous cities and on crowded suburban roads. It was cal-
culated that a hundred thousand machines were in use in the 
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in the city of New York alone in 1896, and a proportion-
ately large number were used in other cities throughout the 
country. 
Elaborate arguments were carried on in periodicals dur-
ing the 'nineties debating the virtues of bicycling. An 
interesting ex8.Dlple was provided in Littell's Living Age27 
in which A. Shadwell wrote his "The Hidden Dangers of Cy-
elingn and F. Pollack penned his reply ttHidden Dangers.n 
Shadwell based his argument on the fact that bicycling not 
only hurt the muscles by over straining, but also had a 
"cranial" nervous effect akin to a nervous headache. He 
claimed very few people had the strength to ride and many 
ot his friends had to go to bed for weeks as a result ot 
over doing it. Pollack caustically refuted these ideas and 
accused Shadwell of using a few isolated incidents of peo-
ple who had ho business on a bicycle anyway. It was an 
nalarmist essay" and had no practical value for laymen nor 
scientific value for dootors; The Scientific .American of 
October 13, 1894, reported a discussion held in the French 
Aoademy of Medicine on the dangers of cycling. At this time 
there were one hundred thousand riders in Paris; one doctor 
reported three deaths among his patients as a result ot 
heart attacks while riding. The magazine points out that 
they were isolated instances of people who ·should not have 
ridden at all. Within reasonable limits, bicycling ttis a 
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sanitary pastime, bringing health to those who by its means 
found themselves.able to escape from the elose and vitiated 
air or town life into the pure and lite-giving air of the 
meadows and open fields ••• u 28 
One other attack was based on the reports ot a new dis-
ease coming into existence as a result ot cycling. Doctor 
A. Wilson in!£! Illustrated News, discussed the new dis-
ease, "Kyphosis Bicyclistorum.," otherwise known as "bicycl-
ists• stoop.n This applied mostly to "scorchers,tt but he 
stated that the prospect of the nevolution ot a round-
shouldered, hunch-backed raoe in the near future is not 
pleasant to contemplate. Yet this result is approximately 
what the bicTcle mania is tending to produce.ff29 
Despite all these dire warnings, the average medical 
man approved ot bioyeling when done moderately. It was de-
cidedly important in waking up Americans to the benefits or 
the great outdoors. It was an important factor in creating 
a desire for exercise and a knowledge of its benefits. 
Above all it took women out ot their sheltered, unhealthy 
home life, reformed the clothing they wore, and gave their 
lite a new meaning. One doctor, after summing up the bene-
fits of cycling, said: ffln conclusion I would say ride a 
cycle; ride in moderation; enjoy the wheel; and all who do 
so will enjoy better health and be happier; the cares ot 
lite will be easier borne, and your life will be lengthened.ttJO 
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In conclusion, let me state that "cycling is the champagne 
of recreations, and at the same time it possesses the best 
qualities of cod-liver oil; but, as in the case of champagne 
excess is not to be recommended.nJl 
SOCIAL EFFECTS 
The social efteot of the bicycle was tremendous; it was 
seen everywhere and at every type of function during the 
1890'e, and was ridden by every class in society, trom the 
unskilled laborer to the successful banker or socialite. 
Its signitioance oan be grasped more fully it we realize 
that it was the only type of transportation available in the 
suburbs unless one owned a horse. In the oity it was much 
more convenient than a horse, and more reasonable to keep 
in operation. The bicycle was at first a rich man•s toy, 
but it soon beoame the useful servant of the working olass, 
as well · as a source of increasing pleasure and enjoyment to 
all classes. Its universal appeal is expressed in the sen-
tence: "On the wheel the grave became gay, the reticent ex-
pand and become COlIDilunicative, and the better and kindlier 
feelings or our nature are aroused. ,,32 
The bicycle had repercussions in the churches of 
America; especially was this true in the small towns and 
villages. Before the advent of the bicycle the church had 





gathered there for recreation and the minister led the 
youth as well as the adult congregation. When the bicycle 
came into general use young people found it hard to choose 
church in preference to a ride in the country on a lovely 
·spring morning. Churches tried various methods of pleading 
and threatening to bolster their falling attendance; they 
appealed to the congregation's sense of Christian duty and 
even ottered storage space for bicycles in the ·church 
cellars if the young people wished to ride their bicycles 
to church--but all to no avail. These scandalous young peo-
ple were even deaf to the appeals of a minister from New 
Haven, Connecticut, who drew the terrifying picture of "long 
columns of Sunday bicyole riders rolling swiftly and help-
lessly--without brakes ot eou:rse--down a glittering hill to 
a place where there is no mud on the streets because of its 
high temperature.tt33 The churches were forced to ac~ept 
this situation and make the best of it. In fact, before 
1900, the bicycle was being used by many clergymen tor visits 
to their parishioners. The forward-looking ministers re-
alized they would have to appeal to youth on its own ground. 
Bicycle clubs were organized in the churches, and young peo-
ple were induced to oome to the church with the promise of 
an all-day ride afterwards led by the minister. 
The bicycle was a great leveller; it brought the mil-






mounted on two wheels, and, advertisements to the contrary, 
no marked superiority could be claimed for any one type. 
Every one dropped formality on the road and hailed all 
passers-by with a friendly spirit. Despite this lack ot 
formality, the literature of the period contains few ac-
oounts of disorderly or boisterous conduct on a bicycle. 
One reason for the decorous conduct on the road was the fact 
that a Sunday ride was often a family affair. Mother, 
rather, children, and relatives went out together, and the 
elders naturally restrained any boisterous actions. The 
family side of the sport was proclaimed as the most bene-
ficial way of bringing about better understanding between 
father and son, or husband and wife. The idea of family 
outings was played up by the bicycle companies in order to 
bolster their sales from one to three or four bicycles per 
family. 
The bioycle was welcomed by all young men as an excel-
lent means of oourting their lady-loves. What an oppor-
t.uni ty the wheel offered to get away from crowds to a se-
cluded spot in the country where one could whisper sweet-
nothings to his loved one with no danger ot being overheard 
by little brother or .observed by an over-careful parent. 
Young couples were greatly aided by the sport's being re-
garded as one of good fellowship. Mothers who would not 
think or their daughter's going out unchaperoned with a young 
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man to the theatre felt no apprehension at all over a com-
radely bicycle tour. The tandem gave a ·great impetus to 
pionie lunches for two that were packed into a basket on 
the front of the tandem and eaten in some pleasant spot in 
the country. It really was a healthy _movement for the young 
people who derived great pleasure and many benefits from. 
this new comradeship. Local gossip often tried to indict 
the bicycle as the ruination ot the morals of the country's 
youth. Stories were issued about immoral trysts in hidden 
rendezvous in the country, but few were founded on tact and 
almost none proved. In truth the bicycle brought about 
closer understanding between the sexes; they were put on a 
more equal footing, and mutual admiration sprang up where 
before there had been curiosity and a sense of strangeness. 
Men saw women at their best in eo.m:f'ortable clothes, relaxed 
from the formality of the day, and with their cheeks red-
dened by healthy exeroiae.· The beauty and benefits o~ na-
ture were impressed on both sexes, and a more wholesome type 
ot relationship was brought about on the flbicycle built tor 
Nature was praised by the comm.on man as never before 
in our history • . Picnics and club outings- were organized to 
bring groups out into the bountiful wonders ot the .American 
countryside. The impression made on many riders is shown by 




from a ride in the country: 
"Flowery hedges, gay dancing brooks, with the ferns 
drooping lovingly over the glancing waters 1 wind-
swept mountains, dark mysterious woods, waving corn 
tields, placid lakes, all afford a never-ending 
mental feast, and tend to cleanse and purify the mind 
trom its earthly dross, to ennqble and raise it, to 
dispel bad thoughts and evil passions, and to put to 
flight 'Black Care' wbom--although he may sit close 
behind the~horseman--the flying cycle leaves far in 
the rear.tt.14 
Along with this enjoyment ot nature came a desire to 
keep a permanent record of a day's outing or a picnic with 
a friend. Photography was associated with the rise of the 
bicycle, and has kept that association to the present day. 
Despite the difficulty in carrying them, riders of the high 
bicycle often took their cam.eras with them on tours and out-
ings. Women often com.plained because they could not get 
out on a bicycle to see the wonderful scenery the men de-
scribed. The camera was the answer to this problem because 
the men started taking pictures on their rides and showing 
them to their lady friends. The bicycle undoubtedly gave a 
great impetus to photography, especially to picture taking 
with a small, easily carried apparatus that could be slung 
over one's shoulder. When the "safety" came into use, 
women, too, began to take pictures on bicycle trips. More 
and more there was a demand tor smaller cam.eras until the 
' . 
climax was reached in an advertisement in Harpers Weekly, 






for Bicyclists, Tourists, Sportsmen, Everybody." It was 
of the size and shape ot a pocket watch with the oloek num-
bers painted on the face. The picture was taken by press-
ing the "watch" stem which opened a small aperture in the 
center of the face. The price was $2.50 with thirty-six ex-
posures on each film. So we see that although a candid 
camera was not in use in the 'hinetiea, the idea most cer-
tainly was and it was fostered by the demands ot a bicyeling 
society. 
CYCLING LITERATURE 
The literature of a period is always an excellent guide 
to the thoughts and activities of the day. In the case ot 
the bicycle a study of the current literature helps us to 
fix the exact dates of the hei~t of the popularity of this 
vehicle. A study ot Poole•s Index~ Periodical Literature 
indicates that the bicycle reached the zenith or its popu-
larity about 1896 or 1897; and for the six years from 1894 
to 1900 it was one of the leading topics in the periodical 
literature read by Americans. An outline ot the years and 
number ot articles is more illuminating than any amount ot 
words: 
Number of Articles on: Bieyoles Tricycles - -
1882 - 1887 13 JO 
1888 1892 33 4 
1893 - 1896 77 0 
1897 .. 1901 106 0 
1902 - 1907 6 0 
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In 1869 the first bicycling magazine was issued in this 
country under the appropriate name of the Velocipedist. 
After a short and stormy history ot two years, it followed 
the path ot so many current publications in America's his-
tory and went out ot business. The next important magazine 
to enter the field was The BieloliP:S World founded in 1877. 
It was a general magazine tor bicyclers, keeping abreast of 
all inventions in the field, club organizations, patents, 
and other news of interest to the quickly-growing army of 
oyclers. 
After 1880 we come to the period of the growing impor-
tance of the bicycle and the growth of its literature along 
the same lines. We have already discussed several of the 
magazines in their respective fields, but there is one other 
that deserves special mention. The lVheelman was started in -
October, 1882, as an "Illustrated Magazine of Cycling Lit-
erature and News.tt This was one of the first of a long 
series of sporting magazines devoted to a special field. 
Its aim was broad: to discuss anything of real interest in 
the bicycling wor~d. One ot its attractions was a Question 
Drawer in which experts answered all questions and gave ad-
vice to sportsmen; Charles E. Pratt was a prominent contribu-
tor to this department. The magazine carried poetry and 
songs of the wheel with illustrations, often colored, toil-
lustrate the passage. Club news, bicycle meets, L.A. w. 
• 
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affairs, and etories, both true and fiction, made up the 
rest of the Wheelman's contents. In January, 1884, the 
Wheelman became Outing and the Wheelman. This changed title 
is a refleetion of the times for sports of all types were 
receiving attention by this date. Boating, canoeing, and 
tennis were given a place in the periodical, but the bicycle 
was still the predominant interest and remained so until 
1900. By 1885 the ·title had been shortened to Outing , "an 
illustrated monthly magazine of recreation." Football> base-
ball, and various other sp~rts were now included in addi-
tion to those named above. Outing is still in existenoe to-
day with the same general plan as it had fifty-five years 
ago. Various other publications appeared in the field, such 
as Cycling. but none enjoyed the popularity and circulation 
ot Outing . One other interesting publication for cyclists 
was~ Bicyclists' Indispensable Handbook which described 
all the types on the market, new inventions, and methods of 
repairing the wheel. 
such a popular social movement as bicycling naturally 
excited many writers to songs and poetry. Most of the lit-
erature thus produced is extremely poor, and I only use ex-
amples here to illustrate the type of work produoed and the 
themes that were used. It is interesting to see the song 
book sold in George Jessel's "Old New Yorktt in the 1939 World 1 s 






the Gay Nineties, and the cover page is a striking illustra-
tion of the fact that the social scene and the bicycle in 
the 'nineties were inseparable. The picture is of a man 
and a woman riding a tandem bioycle; the man is wearing a 
gayly-checked suit, topped by a derby. The girl wears a 
pancake hat, which is not historically accurate, a huge-
sleeved jacket, and a wide flowing skirt whioh illustrates 
that skirts were shorter and also more comfortable by the 
mid 'nineties. The one exception to the tact that most of 
the bicycle literature of this era has gone out ot existence 
is the song contained in this song book: 
Daisy Belle 
"Daisy, Daisy, give me your answer do, 
I'm halt crazy all for the love of you. 
It won't be a stylish marriage; 
I can't afford the carriage, 
But you'll look sweet upon the seat 
Of a bicycle built for two.n 
Various types of songs and poems were produced. Many 
had love interest fostered by the wheel as a theme, as the 
following poem well illustrates: 
ttOn, on we sped, swift as the wind, 
Till distance dulls and deadens 
The din of h&mlets left behind; 
The sunset softly reddens 
The fleecy curtains of the west, 
And slender shadows stealing 
Across the roadway hint of rest, 
.And of an end to Wheeling. 
We reach the little garden gate 
Where once I took a header 
And fell in love, most desperate, 
'While up the path I led her. 
'Tis she who leaves the three wheel now; 
I plaoe the ring, a gold one, 
Upon her finger, kiss her brow; ~~ 
You kn.ow - the tale's an old one."j~ 
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A favorite theme was to make fun of those who did not ride 
this wonderful new invention of man's: 
"Cleave to the earth, ye booted ones; 
Contented kick your native dustl 
While old bicyclers and their sona· 
Light-footed tread the wheel they trust." 
A type of song sung by groups on an outing was of'ten in 
praise of the bicycles they rode: 
"'Tis a glorious wheel whose praise we sing 
On the B.I., B.I., B.I., B.I . , 
Naught in life to us can such pleasure bring 
As the B - I - C - Y - C - L - ~. 
On the B.I, Bi, 
On the C.Y, Cy, 
On the C.L.E. 
On the B - I - C - Y C - 'L - E.ff 
The ~eague ot American Wheelmen was the outstanding organi-
zation in the field and as such received the honor of having 
many poems and songs dedicated to it. 
nwherever on the wheel you go, 
From Boston to San Francisco, 
You meet a rider you don't know, 
Why, show your badge, and say just so. 
If you're a member ot the L.A.W., 
You're just the man I'm looking for, 
Fortunately to grasp your paw, 
And shake you by the hand. 
So, brothers all, where'er you be, 
From pole to pole and sea to sea, 
With pertect unanimity, 





Of course all the poems could not be in praise of the bicy-
cle, for too often one was thrown or came home tired and 
with aching muscles. These people wrote poetry about the 
wheel too: 
ttBowed by the drooping handle bars he leans 
Upon his bike and gazes at the ground; 
His back is humped and crooked and his face 
Is strained and agonizing in its look. 
Who made him sit upon a wheel like this?n 
These are examples of the various types of poetry the 
bicyclists produced; many variations appeared, but all can 
be classified under the various headings. All great social 
movements in our history have produced a literature that is 
indiginous to its time, place, and those who took part in 
it. The bicycle is no exception to this rule, tor its lit-
erature was a clear expression of its existence during the 
Gilded .Age, with all the various activities and interests 
or its devotees and their relation to the sport elaborated 
upon in the over-flowing style of the day. 
ECONOMIC EFFECTS 
A large amount ot capital was soon invested in the pro-
fitable bicycle manufacturing business, and many small towns 
became extremely prosperous as a result of the demand for 
this product. Bicycle accessories became a business in them-
selves and several small companies came into being designed 
to make brakes, or lights, or cyclometers for the cycle trade. 




people engaged in making bicycles the influence of this ma-
chine became a force in the economic scene in the 'nineties. 
The economic pressure exerted was retlected in_the social 
scene so it seems appropriate to speak of the social-
economic influence of the wheel on the people living in the 
bicycle era. 
Real estate received an upward push as a result ot the 
increased demand for suburban homes. Real estate agents 
advertised homes as being within bicycle-riding distance ot 
the office. Suburban life lost much of its isolated char-
acter, and families used the bicycle as a means of obtaining 
social intercourse with families within bicycling distance 
as well as a means of getting to business in the city every 
day. 
By 1896 a good bicycle could be gotten for #BO, so it 
was within reach ot the average working man who had a steady 
job. This was further made possible by the use of the in-
stallment-plan buying just ooming into vogue. In fact. the 
bicycle is one of the first articles on our markets to be 
sold in large quantities along this plan ot buying. People 
who bought a bicycle often had to cut down on some luxury 
in order to meet their payments. The watch and jewelry busi-
ness was hard hit. The complaint was that where formerly a 
favorite present for a boy on graduation or Christmas was a 





instead of buying the usual trinkets. Piano makers cried 
that people who used to save up for a piano now bought a bi-
cycle instead, insisting that it was a more immediate and a 
cheaper pleasure. Furniture dealers insisted women were on 
the road so much that they did not care whether they had new 
furniture or not. The hardest hit of all were the horse and 
carriage trades and the livery stables. Many riding acade-
\ 
mies were turned into bicycle schools in order to keep 
their doors open. 
Many other effects were felt of a more indirect nature 
than these already mentioned. The consumption of cigars 
fell ott since riders could not conveniently smoke while 
riding. Cigars either went out, or burned up too tast in 
the breeze created. In 1896 tailors said their business 
fell off twenty-five percent because their customers were 
wearing cheap bicycling suits so much or the time and these 
suits were bought ready-made. Shoemakers added their com-
plaints to the long list. The hatters tried to band to-
gether in order to petition Congress to pass a law requiring 
bicycle riders to purchase at least two felt hats a year. 
This plan went no further than the initial stage ot the idea. 
The excursion business of railroads and street cars was di-
minished; and in the cities, owners of street-ear lines said 
they were running almost without profit. 
In the line ot educational pleasures there was a marked 
decrease in the sale of books. This was especially true ot 
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the type that young ladies bought to have a good cry over. 
The saloon keepers joined the cry against the bicyele. 
They said their saloons were empty on nice evenings, and 
then when a ~ider did come in he only ordered a soft drink 
or a beer. This sudden liking was not explained by saying 
the population had lost its taste for hard liquid refresh-
ment--on the contrary the "bicycle thirst" was a truly form-
idable thing--but rather because the rider refrained from 
strong liquor tor tear of being hurt while riding. It was 
also noted that the nwhole system is so exhilarated by exer-
cise that it does not crave further stimulant. n.36a 
There was one other man's institution that suffered 
from the bicycle wcrazett and that was the barber shop. The 
most touching appeal was made by a New York barber when he 
said: 
"There is nothing in my business any longer; the bicy-
cle has ruined it. Before the bicycle craze struck us 
the men used to come in on Saturday afternoons and get 
a shave, and a haircut, and maybe a shampoo in order 
to take their l ady friends to the theatre •••• Now they 
go off on a bicycle and ·do not care whether they are 
shaved or not. You see where it hurts our business 
is that when a man skips a shave today, we can't sell 
him two shaves tomorrow; that shave is gone forever.tt36b 
All these should be taken with a "grain of' salt." The 
reports of poor business were undoubtedly true, but one must 
remember that the country was just emerging from a severe 
economic panic, and business men were eager to seize on any 
excuse to explain their poor returns. Also much of the dam-





eventually buy pianos, carriages, and watches again as soon 
as the novelty or the bicycle wore oft. 
An amusing attack on the bicycle was related by a 
writer in Forum who told ot a writer's seeing the following 
advertisement in a Buffalo newspaper: uw111 exchange fold-
ing bed, child's white crib, or folding desk for lady's bi-
cycle.n Immediately he cited it as evidence of the true 
bicycle craze since it revealed a "mother who appears will-
ing to sleep on the floor or hang her baby on a hook in order 
to be in the charmed circle ot cyclers."36c 
Competition arose between American and English bicycle 
manufacturers; each tried to break into the other's home 
trade and get the foreign trade too. Cheap labor was more 
plentiful in America, and as a result .Americans could turn 
out machines faster and sell cheaper. Despite the rivalry 
of the manufacturing interests, better international under-
standing was promoted by the bicycle. American tourists 
travelled all o~er Europe, spending their money there and 
creating a better attitude towards the American nation. 
Touring was also carried on by Europeans in this country. 
As a result, a reeling of international brotherhood based on 
the wheel grew up and was furthered by letters, various 
courtesy services for travellers in each country, and visit-
ing delegations of bicycle enthusiasts from one country to 
another. 
An interesting development of the bicycle era was the 
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revival of the American wayside inn. The advent or the rail-
roads had pushed the stage-coach inn out of the picture. 
Many went completely out of business, others managed to hang 
on by depending on local trade at the bar and an occasional 
rider going past. The bicycle instilled new life into the 
country cross-roads inn. A system of L.A.W. hotels and inns 
was picked out for the use of members on their tours and 
club runs. During the years 1891-•96, five thousand inns 
were given an official rating by the L.A.W. as a stop-over 
place. These hotels were listed in the League's guides, 
and members who stayed in them received a percentage cut in 
the price. Once again the hospitality and good cheer ot the 
country inns was made known to Americans. The bieyole 
started this revival of trade; with the coming of the auto-
mobile it was increased, until today we recognize it as one 
of the most prosperous and lucrative of the restaurant and 
hotel business. 
GOOD ROADS 
It_tor nothing else, the bicycle should receive our 
attention tor the important job it did in making the .American 
public conscious of the need for better roads. As early as 
1881 observers or the social scene realized the benefits to 
be gotten rrom fresh air by people cooped up in a stuffy 
house or ottice all day, and they felt the bicycle could con-
fer these benefits with the aid ot better roadways. 
.. 
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nThe influence of an increasing interest in ••• bicy-
oling will be as powerfUl in efteeting the improve-
ments of the roads all over the country, strengthen-
ing the public opinion that they are designed more 
tor the convenience and the pleasure of human beings 
than tor horses as •••• Central Park itself has been 
in stimulating the public appreciation of pleasure 
grounds and rational open-air recreatign throughout 
all the chief cities ot the country. ,tJ·t 
The League ot .American Wheelm.en was the outstanding 
force> trom its beginning until the mid 'nineties, in put-
ting the question or good roads before the public and urg-
ing that definite action be taken. The roads in existence 
were either dirt roads that became dusty in dry weather and 
a sea of mud in rain, or cobble-stone pavements that were 
extremely hard on the bicycle and its rider. A few macadam 
roads were built in the 'eighties but they were in the 
small minority • .At the tirst meeting of the L.A.W. it was 
suggested that all members work tor road reform. Various 
committees were organized to carry on research looking 
toward road improvement. In 1887 the L.A.W. Bulletin is-
sued a call tor good roads, and L. H. Porter wrote ff"'JJ!acadam 
Roads and How to Keep Them." 
In Baltimore, June, 1888, the L.A.W. was reorganized. 
In 1889 the National Committee on the Improvement of the 
Highways was organized with C. S. Butler as its head. He 
was supported in his ideas by Colonel A. A. Pope, so he had 
monetary backing as well as the League's support. In 1892 
a further step was taken with the organization ot the Nation-
al League for Good Roads. Headquarters were established in 
\ 
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New York under the direction of General Roy Stone, The 
treasury had collected $12,000 after its first year of ex-
istence, to carry on its work. A national convention was 
held in Washington, January 1893, to discuss plans for a 
nation-wide program ot propaganda and reform.. 
Another line of approach was suggested by a writer in 
Wheel.man when he said that ttthe invention ot the bicycle is 
likely to produe~ changes in our highway laws, that bicycle 
riders are personally interested in the subject of good roads 
and pavements, and that their influence is, and will be, in 
favor of the best roads and pavement and of such legislation 
as will secure the best.n3S Bicycle riders declared that 
they would rather pay heavier taxes for good roads than pay 
less for poor roads and have them replaced every tew years. 
Their wishes were carried out by means ot the ballot; cycl-
ists grouped together and voted for men in local elections 
who stood on a program of good roads. Continuous agitation 
and petitions were carried on. If the local politicians 
did no~ produce the desired results, the pleas were di-
rected to the state or national legislature. The public was 
assisted in this movement by manufacturers who were inter-
ested in seeing improved roads in order to bolster their 
sales. Outstanding in this movement was Colonel A. A. Pope 
who manufactured the Columbia bicycle. He presented ape-
tition to Congress, backed by the L.A.W., demanding an in-




This bore fruit in 1893 when the Agricultural Bill contained 
a clause granting $10,000 ffto enable the Secretary of Agri-
culture to make inquiries in regard to the system of road 
management throughout the United States."39 An office was 
set up in the Department of Agriculture tor this purpose in 
1893. Many states also made allotments for road surveys 
and investigations. 
Another line of attaok carried on in the interests ot 
a better road system was that of special literature put out 
to popularize the movement. ~ Roads, a monthly magazine, 
was put out in place of the L.A.W. Bulletin a.f'ter 1889 
under the editorship ot Isaac B. Potter. This magazine•s 
title had a checkered history; it started as the Bulletin, 
changed to Good Roads, and then it was made a combination 
' -
ot the two in the early 'nineties. This magazine, "devoted 
to the improvement of the public roads and streets" as each 
issue stated, was efficiently handled by ~otter and made 
into a significant organ. It made its appeal to business 
men who would benefit from good roads, all L.A.W. members, 
and society at large for the benefits they would receive. 
The magazine discussed various countries and their road 
building programs. It showed how poor our road systems 
were, and explained methods and gave prices and the best ma-
terials for building satisfactory roads. Articles were 






magazine a section was entitled Popular Opinion; here let-
ters from governors and senators, urging the reform of our 
road system and comm.ending the L.A.W. tor its work, were 
printed. Typical of these letters are those of w. E. Russel, 
the Governor of Massachusetts, who wrote "The Situation in 
Ma.ssachusettstt in January, 1893; and R. P. Flower, the 
Governor of New York, who wrote nRoad Improvement in New 
Yorktt in February ot the same year. 
The Bic_ypling World was another prominent magazine of 
the 'eighties; it discussed roads and the eeonomio as well 
as social necessity of improving them. This was merged in-
to~ Roads, but its policies formed part of the newer 
magazine's program. 
It has been noted already that the manufacturing com-
panies had a deep interest in the good-roads movement. One 
illustration ot this appeared on the back cover ot Good 
Roads for February, 1892. The Pope Manufacturing Company 
put up one hundred Columbia Bicycles to be given away to 
ttboys and young mentt in high schools, preparatory schools. 
academies, and colleges in the United States for the best 
essays on the subject of "Good Roads" in any of its various 
phases. Every student was urged to write to the Road De-
partment of the Pope Company in Boston to get full particu-
lars. So we see that prize essays and modern schemes of ad-





one further illustration of the bicycle's influence on all 
phases of existence in its era. In 1892 prizes were also 
ottered in Good Roads tor pictures of the worst looking 
roads to be found. The June issue for that year contains 
some examples of this offer and its results. 
Another part ot the literature campaign carried on by 
the League was the issuance of handbooks in each state. 
These books always started with a dedicatory poem tor the 
particular state, a list or its natural and other resources, 
and a statement concerning its road policy. A table of con-
tents gives the names of the counties in the state. Under 
each county's space in the book there was put a map showing 
towns and roads. Under this followed a description of aJ.l 
the roads, places to stop and rest, and points of major in-
terest. 
In 1895 the Handbook tor Ohio described the road from 
Cleveland to Elyria as 
"Generally quite passable from June to October, some-
times a little earlier or later according to the 
season. Being clay soil and no side paths, it is best 
tor a wheelman not to try it for a day or two after 
rain •••• This road also runs through an extensive grape 
growing country, and when grapes are ripe, wheelmen 
can get what they want by asking tor them, or at most 
by paying a smallprlce; but if they attempt t8 steal 
them., beware the tarmerts shot-gun and dog. tt4· 
Lorain was described by C. K. Whitney of Oberlin as "a lake 
town with a good harbor and a number of wheelmen. tt 




felt. New Jersey was the first state to pass a law to im-
prove the state roads. Its contents are interesting: if 
two-thirds of the people living on a road over one-half 
mile long send in a petition to the effect that they want 
a nErW road and are willing to pay ten percent of its cost, 
the state will act. The state will pay one-third of the 
improvement eosts and the county had to pay two-thirds. The 
state's expenditures were limited to $150,000 per year, and 
each county could spend one-fourth of one percent of its 
assessed valuation. This was figured out by the auth.or41 
as a total of $450,000 per year. At $3,000 per mile, Jersey 
could build one hundred and fifty miles ot new roads each 
year. In 1892, ten miles were built under this plan; 1893 
saw the mileage increased by twenty-five miles; in 1894 
sixty miles were added. After 1895 the demands rar exceeded 
the state's ability to build. 
Massachusetts soon followed the example or New Jersey. 
A Highway Commission was established; three expert civil 
engineers served on the board of building and repair serv-
ice. The state granted a certain amount of money to the 
commission each year and this was spent by the commission 
as it saw ~it. Small roads were built in different parts 
ot the state to show people how much improvement good roads 
made. Pamphlets, maps, and reports were published by this 





these ideas had been adopted by Connecticut, Rhode Island, 
New York, and California. The plans varied in each state·, 
but each one bad the central idea of state aid to a rebuild-
ing and road-reforming program. Progress was rapidly made 
under these state commissions; by the ttll'n of.the century 
the nation had been aroused to its needs, and a road-build-
ing program was in full swing. 
By 1899 the feeling was wide-spread that all the propa-
ganda and publi.oi ty was at last to make 1 ts effects visible. 
~The agitation which has become so universal will 
surely result in a well-defined public ·sentiment 
that will soon overcome all obstacles. With the new 
century, the good-roads movement is likely to receive 
valuable aid from the owners of horseless vehicles, 
~lready not uncommon on our thoroughfares. The aid 
of the new allies, added to that ot the !armer, ••• 
to say nothing of the great army of wheelmen already 
enlisted in the cause, promises well for a rapid. 
spread of the movement throughout the country.n4-L& 
Actual building got under way about 1894 in most states, 
naturally it was a slow process at first. How-ever when the 
public saw the advantages ot a good road system it became 
enthusiastic and pushed the program. As early as June, 1890, 
there appeared in Outing a small notice concerning the pav-
ing of Eighth Avenue, New York, from Thirteenth to Fifty-
ninth Streets. This particular move had been urged by~-
ing as it would make an artery for cyclists to go to Central 
Park and also a better route to the Fourteenth Street terry 








rather than the exception. Articles appeared in many 
periodicals discussing the merits of various types of roads. 
Stone paving was not suitable for bicycles; a compromise 
type of structure was needed. Asphalt was being used but 
it broke down under the wheels of heavy wagons. Vitrified 
bricks were tried with some success. A real problem arose 
tor the c;vil engineer whioh woUld have to be met in a few 
short years. The problem was more than the bicyclists', 
as one writer pointed out. 
ttA street with proper pavement on it, adapted espe-
cially for bicyclists, would not be too .muoh to be 
granted to the ever-increasing army or riders, but 
it would be far better to devise some torm of pave-
ment which would meet all classes ot traffic and which 
would enable the bicyclists to ride about the busi-
ness portion of the city as comto2tably as they now do in the parks and boulevards.fl4 
From this date to 1900 almost every issue of the Scientific 
American contained mention of the good-roads program. and the 
major part played 1n_~t by the bicycle. On July 14, 1900, 
this magazine described a novel road being built in Cali-
fornia. It was an elevated roadway running between Pasadena. 
and Los Angeles, a distance ot eighteen miles. It was 
about twelve feet wide, made ot wood, with rails on each 
side, and ranged from three to fifty feet in heighth. Lights 
were placed every two hundred feet tor night riding. The 
total cost of $187,500 was to be met by ~ to.11 of ten cents 
per vehicle. Motorcycles were allowed to use it. An auto-




predicted that it would soon become very popular tor this 
type of traffic--"a literal sky-route to Los Angeles for 
these vehicles.n 
The coming of the horseless carriage gave a great im-
petus to good roads in America but the pioneer in the field 
was the bicycle. Every contribution to the good-roads move-
ment from 1882 to 1898 was either led by some one interested 
in bicycling, or if not directly led by a bicyclist, there 
was certainly a good number ot advocates to be found in 
the vanguard or those giving most support to the movement. 
From its very nature the bicycle demanded a smooth, hard-
surtaced road; and the faet that it was so widely used made 
it the most powerful voice in the public demand tor better 
road systems. No better statement of this view can be 
found than that of a writer in Harpers WeeklYt 1896: 
ffThe relation ot the bicycle to good roads is there-
tore a most direct and important one, and the intluence 
of the bicyole has doubtless been more potent than any 
other factor in bringing about the results thus tar ob-
tained •••• The relation ot the bicycle to good roads 
will hold its increasing importance for a period of 
time whieh no man can now compute. As long as human 
kind makes use of a vehicle of which the power of the 
human body is itself the propelling force, the study 
of the road surtace
4
w1ll claim its due share of the 
riders' attention." J 
The bicycle was truly an integral part of many of the 
forward steps of American society during the busy years 
from 1880 to 1900. It was a ta.mi.liar sight in the streets 





by all classes or people, from the very poor who could af-
ford only a second-hand model to the richest families ot 
the land who used it in the fashionable summer and winter 
resorts. It tilled a real need for cheap, convenient trans-
portation in those twenty years; it laid the foundations 
for the gasoline age with its motor-driven vehicles that as-
sumed the place in our social and economic scene formerly 
held by the bicycle. The historian must recognize and re-
cord these contributions; he must agree with the writer in 
1896 who said: nWhen the social and economic history of 
the Nineteenth Century comes to be written, the historian 
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THE GASOLINE AGE 
The year 1896 was the boom year for the bicycle trade; 
people otten went from store to store in an etfort to buy 
this popular product. This huge demand caused many new manu-
facturing companies to come into the field and the old com-
panies to increase their output. There seemed not a cloud 
on the bicycle horizon; it was the most popular sport o~ the 
day, was used as a practical means of transportation, and 
was held in high esteem by all classes of society. However 
a note of alarm was sounded as early as 1897 in many peri-
odicals of the day; the cause for concern was the too rapidly-
increasing manuraeturers ot the bicycle and its accessories. 
A writer in 1897, having stressed this taot of the supply ex-
ceeding the demand, said: ''Without question the cycle manu-
facturing companies will in the near future pass through a 
severe crisis. I do not propose to discuss them individual-
ly; but if the total or the eapital invested in such com-
panies in 1894 could be ascertained, and compared with the 
total capitalisation in 1897, it would be recognized at once 
that the increase in the total a.mount was far out ot propor-
tion to the increase in demand.tt He felt that in due time 
the demand and supply would be readjusted and the market would 
settle back to its former prosperity. It is interesting to 




taking the place ot the bicycle in the near future. He 
praised the bicycle; and listed the wide appeal it had for 
all types ot people. He claimed that it was "health-giving, 
a nerve tonic, a rational, reasonable, and convenient exer~ 
eise, and in fact it only falls short of a well-advertised 
patent medicine in its claims on the comm.unity at large."1 
By 1899 a real threat to the bicycle's supremacy had 
appeared in the form of a gasoline engine which was being 
used to run motorcycles and horseless carriages. Fewer 
articles appeared praising the bicycle and its high place 
in the esteem of the .American public. Within two years the 
gasoline age bad burst upon the transportation scene; the 
bicycle was barely holding the ground it had gained, indeed 
in some places the automobile had captured the interest of 
the public. In March, 1900, Outins said that the bicycle 
"craze" was over and the term was already being applied to 
automobilism. Many other magazines carried articles on the 
decline of the bicycle and the rising interest in the new. 
automobile. ~ Roads, the organ of the League of .American 
WheeJ.men, reflected the shift in interest. The covers, ad-
vertisements, and pictures are convincing proof that the bi-
cycle/era was drawing to a close. But literature was not 
the only indication that the bicycle was fast losing favor. 
The bicycle club aotivity suffered a sharp decrease 




ot all patriots: ladies formed patriotic organizations, 
sewed, and rolled bandages; men enlisted or turned their 
attention to more pressing matters than bicycle clubs. But 
the bicycle could have survived this temporary lack of at-
tention it the center ot interest had not shifted to gasoline 
driven vehicles. 
Another indication of the trend was the Bicycle Show 
ot 1899. A writer, in 1900, caught the spirit of the time 
when he said: 
n•we who are about to die salute you,• might have ap-
peared appropriately over the doors of the lately 
closed Cycle Shows •••• The cycle trade, as a trade, is 
not flourishing. As an industry it is lagging •••• 
Last year (1899) was probably as bad a year as the 
trade has ever seen. The effects were evident in both 
the Stanley and the National Shows. with their empty 
courts and disused halls. Not only this; upon the 
stand of almost every ma.ker ••• was a motor. though a 
year ago the cycle manufacturers felt little but con-
tempt for this form of locomotion •••• There is no use 
shutting our eyes any longer to the fact that the 
motor is the coming vehicle •••• Anyone of sense knows 
that in ten years the automobile wi~l be as common as 
the horse is in the streets today." 
The rise of the auto.m.obil~ is the closing chapter of 
the bicycle era in the United States. It is also one more 
link in the chain of evidence supporting the claim that the 
bicycle played an important role in the development ot many 
ot our modern means of transportation as well as modern so-
cial ideas. The early history ot the-automobile is almost 
identical with that of the bicycle. The bicycle and its de-




movement, exhibitions, auto runs, and various other develop-
ments peculiar to such a mass movement and radical change 
in the means ot transportation. 
We have seen that the early automobile wheels and tires 
were larger·imitations of those used on bicycles. The ex-
periments carried on in the manu.fact.u.re or steel tubing, 
rims, and gears tor bicycles were of great importance in the 
early automobile industry. The infant automobile looked to 
the well-established bicycle manufacturers for guidance; in 
fact, by 1901, many bieyele manufacturers shifted their in-
terest from bioycles to automobiles. In 1900, the Pope Com-
pany put out its Dos-A-Dos automobile as well as the Colum .. 
bia bicycle; and the managing engineer reported that only 
slight shifts and additions to the machinery were required. 
The club movement caught hold early in the rise of the 
automobile just as it had twenty years betore with the high 
bicycle. In 1899 the Automobile Club of .America was started; 
it held its first tormal meeting on October 16. Already on 
October 28 the Scientific American prophesied that the club 
held great promise of becoming a "large and influential body." 
The organization and tactics ot the bicycle clubs were taken 
over and used to good advantage by the newer organization. 
Support tor the good-roads movement was pledged by the mem-
bers who were largely recruited from former bicyele clubs. 




for lawi'Ul recognition of the bicycle, this Automobile Club 
carried on the tight tor legal rights tor the new horseless 
vehiole. On November 9, 1899, a public hearing was held 
betore the Central Park Commission in New York on the ques-
tion of allowing automobiles in the park. The arguments were 
dUly heard but no decision was reached. However within a 
month public pressure forced the commission to grant auto-
mobile drivers the right to use certain paved driveways with-
in the park limits. 
The automobile manufacturers realized the value of ef-
fective advertising. The periodicals ot 1899 and 1900 show 
the determined drive.made by these early companies to put 
their product in the public eye. An important fact to be 
noticed is that in advertising, as in the rest of its devel-
opment, the automobile copied its predecessor, the bicycle. 
The advertisements appealed to the desire tor tresh air and 
sunshine in the great outdoors, the need of a more healthy 
life, the ease with which one could learn to drive an auto-
mobile, and the tact that everyone was getting one. All 
this is exactly like the ad.vertisements used in the bicycle 
columns. To this was added one new feature: quiet, safe 
transpor_tation without the tatiguing exercise which was the 
inevitable result ot a bicycle trip. 
One other point of similarity between the two develop-
ments is very striking: the automobile, just as the bicycle 
:;. 
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betore it, was tirst used by a few rich, adventurous young 
men who showed the public that the auto really was n·ot 
dangerous and could be used without any harmful results. 
On November 4, 1899, an automobile run was held in New York 
City. About thirty vehicles of various makes took part, 
among them the Winton and the Dos-A-Dos, in this mass run 
through the center of New York. Cheering spectators lined 
the streets as they had a few years before tor the bicycle 
runs. By 1901 the automobile was being used by a few wealthy 
families in preference to the horse and buggy or bieyele. 
There were three types of early automobiles: steam, elec-
tric, and gas. Each had its advocates and users; slowly the 
gas engine proved its superiority and by 1912 was in the as-
cendancy. The automobile was too expensive for the common 
man until the 1920's, but this early movement demonstrated 
its practical uses and interested tar-seeing men who predicted 
its universal adaptation and began to plan to build auto-
mobiles within the price range of the working man. 
This discussion of the rise ot the automobile has been 
over-simplified for the sake of contrasting its rise with 
·the bicycle's decline. The development ot this important 
vehicle is a long and complicated story. Let it suffice here 
to point out that its early development occurred in England 
and France. It was brought to the United States in the late 
'hineties. By 1899 public interest was aroused and in 1901 
it was clearly seen by thinkers and close observers that 
this vehiole would be the transport for Americans in the 
near future. 
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The decline of the bicycle ·is an interesting phenomenon. 
Were people tired of their two-wheeled vehicle? It seems 
reasonably certain that they were. Bicycling as a fad was 
dying out, and the newer and more complicated fad of auto-
mobiling had eome to take its plaoe. The demand for new bi-
cycles tell ott because improvements in structure and 
mechanism were decreasing every year; those who owned bi-
cycles used. them years instead of one as they formerly did. 
To me the most important reason for the bicyclets sudden de-
cline was the coming of the automobile combined with ape-
culiarly .American social psychology. The automobile was the 
newest thing on the market; any family that could afford it 
telt that it had to get one in order to "keep up with the 
Joneses.n This competitive American buying spirit was the 
force that pushed the bicycle out of its nationally promin-
ent position to make room tor the automobile. This same 
spirit is being appealed to today in the automobile industry's 
soheme ot changing car designs each year and advertising the 
changes to a gullible public as the "best buy yet.n 
Some bicyclists were bitter over the sudden decline of 
their idol; they gave voice to their feelings in bitter ti- · 




cyclists themselves had caused this decline in their favored 
sport. One writer in 1901 said that popularity 
tthas its penalties •••• Four years ago the bicycle was 
carried to a dizzy height ot popularity. All the 
world seemed awheel. Old and young, rich ~nd poor, 
male and female, were alike infected •••• Men actually 
bought bicycles who should have bought clothes. The 
country was 'bicycle mad' •••• The growth of bicycling 
was unhealthy; it was too mushroom•like. It required 
neither seer nor prophet to foretell that the pendu-
lum would swing in the other direction, and that the 
bicycle would pay the penelty of such unwonted popu-
larity. ·rt has paid it.ttJ 
There was still another group of cyclists who, though 
they acknowledged the decline of the bicycle still believed 
in its future and worked tor it. This section of cyclists 
advocated reform in the structure ot the bicycle, especial-
ly centering upon the "three O's.tt These three reforms 
were the ehainless bicycle, the cushion frame, and the 
coaster brake. The cha~nless bicycle was popular for a time, 
but the chain type was cheaper to make and proved more prac-
tical. The cushion frame was composed of tempered springs 
at all junction points, and air was compressed into the up-
per part ot the rear fork below the seat. This type of 
frame was a tailure and manufacturers abandoned it in a few 
years. The coaster brake was a much-needed invention. It 
took hold immediately and is in use today. 
This group of enthusiasts wrote articles in support of 
the bicycle and did everything possible to encourage its 
continuance. The best expression of this spirit is found in 
~ . 
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Outing in 1901: 
" ••• bicycling is a long way from being 'dead' •••• 
The fever which invariably besets any new diversion 
has passed, and with it have gone that class ot peo-
ple who try everything while it is new, and never 
continue a supporter of any. The bicycle has became, 
perhaps, too common in the land to be longer looked 
upon as a mere vehicle ot sport; but certainly it con-
tinues to be one of the most dependable and pleasur-
able aids to the joy ot country living and the most 
health-giving to:rm ot rapid transit in escaping the 
screaming eity."4 
We take leave of the bioycle era on this hopeful note 
which in our own day seems to have struck a responsive chord 
in the hearts of thousands ot outdoors-loving Americans. 
This first bicycle era came to.a close about 1900 with the 
coming of the gasoline age as embodied in the automobile and 
motorcycle. From 1900 to the 1930's the bicycle enjoyed con-
tinued popularity with children, and many working men used 
it as a cheap means ot transportation to and from work. The 
last decade has seen an interesting and signiticant revival 
or bicycling; women espeoially have taken it up as an intel-
ligent method of exercising. One can see an interesting con-
trast in the reasons tor the rise and fall of the bicycle in 
its own era with those causing its popularity today. In 
1900 the decline was partly caused by a desire to get away 
from the fatigue arising from this mode ot transportation. 
Today the rise in interest is created because ot a mass de-
mand to get away from the sott lite created in the gasoline 







to get away from "the screaming city." The bicycle is with 
us again, not as a ttcraze,tt but as the expression of the 
desire of modern .Americans for a rational and enjoyable means 
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Cohen, D. L., The~ ill Dals, New York, Simon & Schuster, 
~40. History as seen in the pages of Sears, 
Roebuck's catalogs. An interesting study of 
a mail order house's catalogs and an inter-
pretation of changing times gotten from the 
advertisements. 
Dulles, Foster R., America Learns to Play, New York, Apple-
ton-Century, 1940. A complete study of the 
rise and development qt American sports. A 
brier section is devoted to the bicycle. 
Faulkner, H. U., !a! Quest tor Social Justice, New York, 
Macmillan, 17FJ7. Mention is made or the bi-
cycle's being used by the rising working 
class for transportation. The decline after 
1898 is pointed out. 
Kaempt:f'ert, Waldemar, A Popular Historz ot American Inven-
tion, I, New York, Scribners, 1924. A popu-
lar acoount of the rise of bicycles and 
automobiles by means of studying the inven-
tions leading to their acceptance by the 
public. 
Krout , J. A. , Annals of American sp1rt, New Haven, Yale Uni-versity, 1929. In h s chapter ff8ports for 
the Masses,n Krout gives an interesting sum-
mary ot the bicycle's development from the 
draisine up to the modern Six-Day Races. 
Sales Training Department, Best in the Kong Run, Goodrich 
Rubber Company, ~ron:-;-o io, 1918. Develop-
ment of modern rims and rubber tires from 
the manufacturer's point of view. A book 
advertising the Goodrich Rubber Company. 
Schlesinger, A. M., The Rise of the Citz:, New York, Macmillan, 
19JJ.-,re75rfefiy<i'fscusses the bicycle move-
ment in his chapter on "The Pursuit ot Happi-
ness." The L.A.W. •s influence is stressed • 
., 
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· Sullivan, Mark, Our Times, I, New York, Scribners, 1928. 
Asliort description ot the rise or the bicycle 
and its vogue in the 'nineties is given. 
Taft, Robert, Photoffaphy and the American Scene, New York, 
Macm llan, 1938:--A history ot pnotography in 
.America. Notice is taken of the bicycle's 
contribution to smaller cameras that can be 
carried on outings. 
Bicycle Scrapbook, Bio{cle Catalos , New York, Public Library, 
New Yor, These two books are compilations, 
made by the library, of advertisements, pam-
phlets, articles in papers and magazines, and 
poems pertaining to bicycle activity in the 
'nineties. 
§._ong fil:!.! .Qf. the Ga:y: Nineties, New York, Treasure Chest Pub-
lications, 1935. Put out in George Jessel's 
"Old New York," in the 19.39 World's Fair, New 
York. 
Contemporary General Treatments 
Allen, J. T., Digest ot Cycles or Velocipedes, Washington, 
UnitedStates Patent Office, 1892. A com-
plete list ot all bicycle patents taken out 
in .America up to 1892. Complete with draw-
ings, measurements, and descriptions. 
Bury, Viscount, and Hillier, G. L., Cycling, Boston, Little, 
Brown, 1887. Bicycling 1s discussed in all 
its aspects with a view to increasing the 
reader's desire to ride. 
Clementson, G. B., The Road Rights and Liabilities of Wheel-
men, Chicago, Callaghan, 1895. Casesand 
laws pertaining to the bicycle are treated. 
Having gotten the bicycle legally recognized, 
its advocates must work for good roads upon 
which to enjoy it. 
Hall, Henry, editor, Tribune Book of ~pen Air Sports, New 
York, Tribune Issooiation, IlfS"7. All sports 
of the day are discussed. One chapter is ·de-
voted to bic3(i.ing. 
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Hewitt, H. H., Cycles~ Cyclins, New York, Stokes, 1890. 
A general treatment of the whole subject ot 
bicycling and its importance. 
Johnson, R., editor, ! Histort[ of the World• s Columbian ·Ex-
position, Ch. I, "The Transportation Ex-
hi bit," New York, Appleton&. Company, 1898. 
This chapter gives a clear description of the 
bicycle exhibits on the second floor of the 
Transportation Building in the Exposition. 
Kron, Karl, Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicycle, New York, Uni-
-versi ty Building-;-1ss7. Reviewed by The 
Nation, July 7, 1887: "A gazetteer, a dic-
t i onary, a cyclopedia, a statistical guide, 
a thesaurus of tacts,tt a book of American 
roads for cyclists. "As regards its literary 
torm, it is a rattling affair, the animal 
spirits of the writer bubbling well into the 
pages, with the pronoun of the f'irst person 
thrust unsparingly forward.n 
Paret, J.P., The Woman's Book or Sportst New York, Appleton 
Company, 19~ Meyeling receives extended 
treatment in this book ot women_' s aooomplish-
ments in sports. 
Pope, A. A., ttThe Bicycle Industry,tt in C. M. Depew, One 
Hundred Years ot .American Commerce, II-;--N°ew 
York, Haynes, ~95. A personal account, by 
the outstanding bicycle manufacturer in 
America, of the rise and development of the 
bicycle industry. 
Porter, L .. H., Cyolinj ~Health~ Pleasure, New York, 
Dodd, ead, & Company, 1895. A popular·guide 
to cycling: what to buy, how to use the bi-
cycle, clothing, repairs, and an appendix ot 
bicycle terms and institutions. 
Potter, Isaac 
Shaler, N. s., 
B., Roads Improvement, New York, L.A.W., 1891. 
A clear statement of the accomplishments in 
the good-roads movement and ot the need for 
further action by an outstanding leader in the 
movement. 
American Highways, New York, Century, 1896. 
The state of t he American road systems is dis-
cussed and illustrated with pictures. A strong 




Stevens, Thomas, Around lli World.,2!!; !.. Bicycle, New York. 
Scribners, 1887. Reviewed by The Nation, 
July 7. 1887: n1n spite or a lapse in gram-
mar now and then, it is in its workmanship a 
good record--a trank, straight-forward pre-
sentation, without brag or bosh, Of the most 
novel adventures, sometimes am.using, some-
times full of hardship and peril." 
Contemporary Accounts in Periodicals, Pamphlets, and Papers 
Bishop, J . 
Bolder, B. , 
Eldridge, M. 
R., "The Social and Economic Influence of the Bi-
cycle," Forum, llI, New York, Forum Publishing 
Company, 1896. A detailed description of the 
bicycle's in1'luence on contemporary social and 
economic life. 
"The Bicycle Industry," Scientific American, 
Vol . 68, New York, Munn & Company, 189J . 
This article stresses the economic importance 
or the bicycle in American life as early as 
1893. I made extensive. use of the Scientific 
American from 1868 to 1903. Every new inven-
tion is usually listed with a description and 
a drawing of it. There were many articles in 
these years which had no listed author, but 
which I used in my work. Bicycle advertise-
ments in this magazine were good and formed 
the basis for my description of that subject. 
o., ffThe Progress ot Road Building in the United 
States.tt Dept. ot Agriculture Yearbook, 1899, 
Washington Government Printing Office, 19'oo." 
The bicyolets contributions to the good-roads 
program are made clear. The progress in this 
program is pointed out and hope for greater 
strides in the tutu.re is expressed. 
Garrigues, H. J., ttWoman and the Bicycle," Forum, X:X:, New 
York, Forum Publishing Company, 1896. The 
importance ot the bicyole to the emancipation 
ot women is brought out in this article, as 
well as the rapid progress ot this vehicle in 
the field of woman•s sports. 
Hillier, G. 
Holder, c., 
Howland , :E. , 
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L., ttThe Cycle Market,u Contem,orarz Review, 
Vol. 72, Scott Company, 189. This author 
felt that the cycle market was glutted and 
the bicycle's day was drawing to a close. 
ttA California. Cycleway," Scientitic .American, 
July 14, New York, Munn & Company, 1900. · 
The elevated roadway for cycles being built 
in California is described and discussed. 
•tA Bicycle Era," Ha~er_!J Monthly , I.XIII, New 
York. Harpers, 181. The history of the bi-
cycle up to the "ordinary" is diseua.aed in 
the first halt ot the article. The second 
halt deals with the rise and influence of the 
L.A.W. 
Hubert, P. G., "The Wheel of Today," Scribners, 17, New York, 
Scribner's Sons, 1895. An enthusiastic ac-
count of the present and future greatness of 
the wheel. 
de Koven, R., "Bicycling For Women," CosmoEolitan, 19, New 
York, Cosmopolitan Press, 1 95. The whole 
subject of women and their use or the oyole is 
treated. The advantages of exercise are 
pointed out, and the benefits of dress reform 
are noted. 
Mecredy, R. J., "Cycling," Fortnightly Review, 56, New York, 
Scott Company, 1891. Advantages of cycling 
listed are: healthy, economic transportation·-, 
develops· strong race of men. It is an ex~el-
lent pastime and becoming more useful every 
day. 
Merington. M., "Women and the Bicycle, tr. Seribners, 17, New 
York, Scribners, 1895. Another general treat-
ment of women's part in this new era of horse-
less transportation on the bicycle. 
Potter, ·r. B., 0 The Bieyele Outlook," Century , JO, New York, 
Century, 1896. A good description of the 
good-roads program and how it was being car-
ried on. 
Pratt, C. E., "Pierre Lallement," Wheelman~ October, Boston, 
Wheelman Company, 1883. Lallement's work as 
seen through the eyes of one who helped advance 
the bicycle cause in its early history. 
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Townsend, J.B., rtThe Social Side of Bicyclingt" Scribners, 
17, New York, Scribners, 1895. A clever 
description of social activity centering 
about the bicycle in New Yorks n4oon and 
the Michaux: Club. 
Williams, H. s., "The Bicycle in Relation to Health,,. 
Harpers Weekly , 40, New York, Harpers, 1896. 
The great advantages to be gotten from bicy-
cle riding are favorably compared with those 
gotten from mountain climbing. Harpers is an 
excellent source of advertisements, a:nd ar-
ticles expressive of popular opinion of the 
day. 
Current Periodicals 2f. the .Er~ 
Many articles on the bicycle and its influence are to be 
tound in magazines, pamphlets, and various other publications 
of this -era. Most of these articles are short, many unim-
portant, nearly all without the author1 s name listed. I list 
here these publications, and, if the information obtained 
merits it, a brief description ot the contents. I realize 
the advantage to be obtained by citing bibliography in con-
nection with the particular field to which it pertains. How-
ever I have not found that method possible here; there are 
too tew articles devoted to one subject; nearly all treat the 
whole field. In the following list, no publications listed 
above will be repeated. 
Blackwood's Magazine, 161, New York,Scott Company, 1896. 
Current Literature, 30, New York, Current Literature Company, 
1901. An article on the economic and social 
decline of the bicycle is found in this volume. 
The decrease is due to the poor type of bicy-
cle made, the author claims. 
Daily News Almanac, Chicago, Daily News Company, 1896. Sta-
- t i stics on bicycle races, times, and type of 
events are.listed in this almanac. 
~ Dayton 1897, Dayton, Davis Sewing Machine Company, 1897. 
An advertising pamphlet put out by this bicy-
cle manufacturing oompany • 
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~ Roads , ed. by I. B. Potter, New York, League Roads Im-
. provem.ent Bureau. January 1892-1902. This 
magazine was the most powerful organ working 
for good-roads reform in the 'nineties. It 
is filled with articles, pictures, and de-
scriptions of the progress of this important 
movement. 
High and Kempton, Ohio Division of L.A.W. Handbook, Cincin-
nati, Thomson and Blackman, 1893. The offi-
cial League guide put out in eaeh state tor 
League members. It contains maps ot each 
oounty, descriptions of roads, and best inns 
in which to stay. 
L.A.W. Bulletin and Good Roads, December 16, Boston, Elli.ott, 
lffl.~od roads discussed. Contributions 
to society discussed: "Society owes much to 
the bicycle, for the exercise or riding the 
wondrous wheel of fortune not only strengthens 
the muscles, but it clears the brain and 
warms the heart. 11 (p.437. Vol. 28). 
Leslie's Weekly~ New York, Judge Company, 1903. The. Janu-
ary 29 issue of Lesliets carried a small art-
icle on the advantages to be gained by women 
by using a bicycle. · 
Literary Digest, Vol. XIII, New York, Funk and Wagnalls, 
1896. "A repository of contemporaneous 
thought and research as presented in the peri-
odical literature ot the.world." 
The Living ~, 212, Boston. Living Age Company, 1898. An 
- interesting controversy over the advantages 
of the bicycle in modern society is carried 
on in this volume. A Shadwell attacks the 
bicycle in his "The Hidden Dangers of Cycl-
ing," and a reply is made by F. Pollack in 
his "Hidden Dangersff (A Reply). 
The Nation, July 7, 1887, New York, Evening Post Company, 
1887. Interesting book reviews of works by 
Karl R'ron and Thomas Stevens are given. 
0:f':f'ieial Catalo~ , Third Na.tiona.l Cycle Exhibition, February 
- 13, 1897. A complete list of partici-
pants in the show, new models, trophies ex-










Boston, Wheelman Company, 1884-1900. By its own 
statement, 0 an illustrated monthly magazine 
of recreation.n See discussion in thesis 
under ttLiterature.tt 
Public Opinion, XV, New York, Public Opinion Company, 1893. 
Spectator, 76, 
An interesting article is contained in this 
volume on the bioycle's contribution to 
healthy living. The dangers of over-doing the 
exercise are also discussed. 
London, Baker, 1896. The point of view of 
the English bicycling enthusiast and his com-
ments on the bicycle era in England are ex-
pressed. 
Statistician~ Economist, San Francisco, McCarty, 1896. 
Stati st i cs on the rise of the bicycle in the 
American economic scene. 
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